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MORNING

House of Parliament? We had an excel- |
lent seat provided for us'in the Speaker's
Gallery. . The ministerial bench was

STAR

A WEEKLY RELIGIOUS NEWSPAPER,
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well filled, though the sad, stern face

of

Freewill Baptist Printing Buablihment, Gladstone was missing. He was just
Rev. I. D: STEWART, Publisher,
recovering’ from a severe illness and

id
ay

of could not venture again in the House dur€ Towhom all letters on business, remittances
| money, &¢., should be addressed, at Dover, N. H.
ing that session. But it was a queer
communications designed for p bieation
be addressed to Bitar “The Moring Star * | sight to see all the members sitting with
bound
Dover, N. H.
their hats on. ‘During the four hours
if paid strictl
—
- era} 33. OO
ar
Pewithin the we sat, and watched and listened, not one
days, and § 50 if not.
first thirty
| removed his hat, unless rising to speak or
: Ati
% leaving the hall. It made ng difference
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Years cannot make their strength decay,
Who lean upon the Lord;
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deliver a speed: on

In-

dian affairs. . The Marquisof Hartington
had during the earlier sitting of the day
brought iin bis Indian budget, which was

And life’s soft eve is no decline,
For heavenward still they rise.

A
r

Sais,

:

ENGLAND OF TO-DAY.

one of the most

statesmanlike documents

ever presented to any legislative -body,

4. J. HALL.
REV.
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the Confersnce would convene; it cal Economy at Cambridge University,
“which
choice be. and then remembers that he is totally
other. But, not- | blind, he will share with me in commend-

matter

a serious
became

re

for

tween the one or the
withstanding our denoniinational attachment, and not even presuming we should

$s

Jive ‘to

the

see

* Centennial,”

next

it~tl

was not long before we decided upon
carrying out our first purpose, to accompany our family to loved ones on the

other side.
%.

We

mock

sailed from N. Y. for
10th, on

Glasgow July
ship ** Bolivia.”
the ocean, how

good

the

games

sermons,

concerts,

trials;

board

Of thie manner of life on
the time is ‘passed . in

and such things, are not graphic and
beautiful descriptionsof such to be foiind
in the annals of the Morning Stir from
‘time immemorial? .
Leaving Scotland for London we were
fortunate in escaping

a

serious accident.

We look the trip by ** The Flying Scotchman”,
a train which certainly deserves
the appellation, as it makes the journey
of 400 miles in nine hours, allowing for
all stops and one-of half an hour at York, I
the rate of speed being often mote than
. sixty miles per hour. Sickness hastened
us from charming Scotland; but, had
we spent the time there which we wished
to have done we should have left by the
«Flying Scotchman”on the very day it
flew the track, had its carriages telescoped, became a total wreck, seriously
injuring most of its passengers and causing the instant death of three.

x

forests,

What will become of the parks,

if Lon-

and shoéting-grounds of England

don continues to grow as it is'now doing?

‘An addition to its population, after allowing for its mortality; of 45,000 peysons an-

:

nually must needs make a great” demand
formore room, so that while we expected

B

.

+

the world's metropolis extending

MW

tosee

nevitself in every direction we were
ertheless astonished-at the mannerit had
engulphed the once outlying districts.
With much pleasure we found our Way

feoey

:

‘to thie place, which for its associations
will ever be sacred ground unto us, ‘‘ The

:

w

:

ra

»

Metropolitan ~~ Tabernacle.”
Nothing
could have exceeded the cordiality with
which our true friend and the adviser of

former years, Mr. C. H. Spurgeon, greeted. us. ‘When we heard Mr. Spurgeon

A

BY A, D. WILLIAMS,

D, D.

“The newer states of ‘Nebraska, Minnesota, Kan
sas, and the like are filling up with wonderful rapidity. * The traditional policy of: Freewill Bap.’

‘preach for the first time after our return
to London,

and

had

an

interview ‘with

“him we feared’ that his best’ days had
.been spent; that his incessant and: varied
labors, with the many. sicknesses which

ing the painstaking
miring the marvelous

industry, and admental powers of

the man:
When
hours in
the great
Surely it

you visit London spend a few
. and about Paternoster Row,
publishing place of England.
is books to the right of you,

books to the left of you, books above,
and books below. Piles upon piles of

calling sinners to repentance and organizing the
converted into Cyriatiantiusdhos't r= Star of Sept.
8,

The - Star strikes the right key-note.
We have frequent inquiries from eastern
ministerial brethren for a-western ¢* field
of labor.” But the inquiry is almost invariably accompanied by others, about
salary, society, &o., which, indicate plainly that they, expect 10 enter into some one |
else's labor—that they expect to find a
church and society ready organjzed to
their hands, and disposed and able to pay:|.
To all such, we are obliged to reply—
“ We_ have no fealhered mests, already
made, but plenty

of most

to make them.”

If you have a call and

cxcellent places’

heart for that kind of work,

you have not, we
vide for you.”

come

on!

a
If

fear we could not pro:
+

the

London

Bible

and

Book

Saloon,

stands unequaled. Tt will prove one of
the most serviceable works to any person
who would know the beauty and. the
power of the Sacred Scriptures.
With sorrow we {find that the social
life of London has’ nat changed for the
better. The great liquor traffic has had
undisputed sway, and the result is,

alas!

only too-plainly seen. No- business has
invested in it so much capital as that
which turns out drunkards, and the people themselves would - sooner give up
their bread than beer. If the working’

of Abraham, and that Melchizedek, a
« priest of the most high God”, lived al$0 at that time ; so that the wikabip of Je-

hovah was carried on, although idolatry |
may have abounded in some place.

Al-

though Abraham is named first among
the sons of Terah, a§ being the most im-

see

cause

for

J

}

Have

you, aver

lying down

v

Ng wUbder

cloek P" ‘or in other Words,ye

he.
British

on the collapsing

bigs of the , various Home Missionary,
¥ocietes. "Christian Regrster.

stimulus

‘from

the eldest and that he was sixiy years older,
than Abraham.
7 Baltimore& Ohio: road,
: The most striking feature of the charac- ginia, will bare Witness
ter

of Abraham was his faith and

obedi-

randeur

ence. These were closely connected with
each other, the latter springing from the
former.

This faith and

obedience

of

the

the heauty

and

mountain scenery, espe-

were

tainment provided for summer visitors.
The atmosphere of this neighborhood is
peculiarly inviting to such as are afflicted
with asthma or hay-fever.

to

* From
Cumberland,
miles
above Harper's

80 severe a3 we are accustomed to think
it.” But 1 reply, this conviction shows the

Md., one hundred
Ferry, on across

makes

the same unselfish

devotion

would

pro-

a trial

Wesley,

Edger, and others—who

are do-

til now, and now we’see it rising steadily,
course

after

course, to completion,

©

and

or out

sent
yet

Iron

off in great
enough re-

nation’s need.

Extend-

on the south side of the town.
From this
mountain the coal is breught forth and
down the inclined plane by steam power,
and ¢ dumped ” into cars for transporta-

others, as Lot, Mel-

if all will do something,

chizedek, the three travelers, and Ephron
the Hittite.
;
Exception has been taken to the course 'tiod by the Baltimore. & Ohio road. It is
he pursued towards Hagar and Ishmael. ‘marvelous to one unaccustomedto such
But it ' should be Femembered \that he operations to witness the despatch with
sent them away on account of misconduct which this sort of work is executed; and
to learn in how

brief a

period

a train of

3
i

as much as they

before the first of December; if

An average of twenty cents

we

West.

will.

per resi-

Shall we hesitate for a moment in

-this-work to. which: God-has so-clearly led
us and in which he has already given us
such encouragement?
|We all know how much more economically and quickly such a work can be
done with ready money in hand than in
any other way, and let us, therefore, gath~
er together our gifts at once and send the
money directly to Bro. Brackett, or tothe
Financial Secretary, ot the Treasurer of

our Benevolent Societies.

NT

PASTORS AND COLLECTIQNS.
f
Who shall look after the collection of »
funds for benevolent purposes in our
churches? TheFinancial Secretary ean not,.
of course. .There is no general officer:
whose

duty it is,

nor

could

there were. There may
some of our churches,
church to attend to these
must be exceptions to

he

do

pod

ib if+

be some one in,
appointed by the
matters, but these the general cus-

ing it, and churches and quarterly meet- on the part of Ishmael, who was then ta
twenty cars is loaded and sent on its way.
ings are springing up, here and there, lad of at least seventeen years old, that
Independence is a ‘‘station,” whose postthe
idea
of
sending
them:
away
was
some of them, at least, with very encourtom.
Clearly enough there is but one
office is known by the name of ‘‘Raccoon,”
*¢
very
grievous”
to
him,
and
he
did
not
aging prospects. There is plenty of room
to
whom
our societies have a right to
where
I
enjoyed
a
pleasant
home
for
two
for others, if they have the same spirit, do it till directed of God, and that then he days in the family of Brother J. Freim,
look, and there is no other, there can be made
suitable
provision
for
their
journey,
and, with the samé faith and courage,
no . other, who
can
do it so well.
post master and merchant, renewing
a
there isi no more danger -of their starving and probably sent them to Hagar’s fornr- pleasant acquaintance
pf nine years ago,’ The
.
pastor
knows
. his
people,
than these have had, or than had’ Randall, er home. But it was not a final separa- which I had often recalled with special their circumstances and habits, and can
for we find that sev- satisfaction.
Stinchfield, Marks or Brown: \""
/ tion of the families,
1 take advantage of these as no ope else
Nevertheless, we are by no means sure enty-two years after this, Isaac and Ish- ‘From Independence to the top.of Reid can, and if disposed : to, can, " usthat there are’enough who have this spir- mael buried Abraham in the land of Hill, as I will call it, -is about five miles. ually,
accomplish. more than #¥ny ene:
it, and will come over and help us in this Machpelah, and were Sppstently ono good Thither f was taken in “the carriage of, else. He need
not, - necessarily,
do
terms
with
each
other.
Brother A. Reid, whose house is located
field, withoué other encouragement. ®. ‘We
all
the
work
himself.
Indeed,
he
onght
But Abraham, though a good- man, was
within a few rods of the-highest point on
are, at least, very sure that the call to
in one sense, to do very little himself.

them to come is no more imperative than

not a perfect one, Ait he sinned

through

the mountain.

gether.

5. M.

ABRAHAM.

idolater (1 John 24, 2.),and ‘probibly’ liv- “terrible slaughter.
ed among idolaters, so that the ‘early in"How oftén in"moral

advances some hero

this hill

There oughtto,be found, in every church,
and there may
be in most churches, some Our horses (except aboat fifty paces) did
“one
or
more,
‘who
can. and. will relieve: ¢
not move faster than a
walk during all the

one fourth

miles.

“him of the details. of the work. But ‘he
' Much of the way the road is hilly and fear- oughtto look after it so far as to see that
way

from

Independence,

fully rough and

to: brother

rocky.

But

R’s.

‘it pays” to

be shaken up, and shaken down, if need
be, to witness the sights that come after
and to know the experiences that follow.

it is -carefully and wisely planned

and {

-that it has been thoroughly ard Bithitiy
done.

Is not this a part of his proper

work?

We reached home ‘in time to see a glorious Can he be the pastorhe ought to be, the
sunset. .The flery mass of light sank as if true shepherd of his flock, and neglect it?
into

a -billowy sea

mountains.

of

blue. and

purple

followed, in the
the
half-grown
moon, brilliant as new cast silver, lighting

4 south-western
into

more

Immediately

heavens

than

usual

believe our

tration. {When all our brethren in the
| ministry take heaftily hold of this depart-

exalted in our thoughts, by

such photography of

|

range of his’ duties, and we

ment of their work, we shall see a’ great
increase in the amount and a better sysideals.
And how sensibly consciousness tem in the method, of all our collect
gives to us she unutterable’ experiences of ‘and a great gain -in'the’ ecioney of Sur
‘such ideals. In our measure, are not such
benevolent societies.
How is God

his

own

infinite

experiences like those of Him whose great
SENDING AND CARRYING.
pleastre is in-all his works?
4
~~
Some
give a little money—and only
For one week I am to enjoy this happy
money—to send the gospel to the perishhome in the family of Brother Reid.,
ing souls in foreign lands; but others
.
A. H. MORRELL.
:

it

er

have

received

a

deat children, ix

very sharp criti-

‘But it is mow denied that

they were ‘such statements, ‘and

this

‘is

another illustration of the lamentable condition of our Baptist interests on the Pacific
coast.
The blight that rests upon them is

Kallochism, and it is so deep and dreadful
as to .affeot the influence of our common
Christianity itself.

And it is 30 of neces-

sity. © The condition'of

things in the Met-

ropolitan Temple church of San Francisco
is felt for. evil all over the State, and by
every evangelical denomination
in the.
State.

»

they. may. cars. fab

ry that gospel to those dwelling

cism on. statements made in two late let
ters from California.
They were published
supposing them to be trustworthy state-

ments of facts.

oh

give themselves, ang, some, give up: their

LL

The tollowtng editorial from the Sm
iner and Chronicle is to be noted: ~~
‘We

=

To. our mind, it comes" fairly within the

wisest ‘and most skillful and successful | pastors ate accepting it as “such and
proportions.
the
the circle of our providing for it in their plans of adminis-

thousand hills within
vision. How inadequate is language to
express the experiences of such occasions!’

It ds far the best way to do!

'BYF.

From the base

to his housé,’is'one and

it is for the brethren who live in. ¢ ceilpd

Semething more pressing is need-

darkness of heathenism.

in

the

. One gives mon-

ey; : another makes’ “a sacfifice. How
precious the offering some lay on the altar of missions! . and how keenly must
they sometimes suffer in making their
offerings, even though their

offerings are

made i in sincere and earnest love to gars
and for’ lost souls! We are sure that
for whom the sacrifice is made. will re- : We
member and reward it." When dear children areleft behind by missionary parents,
in order that the Bread of Life may be
given'to, tlie: starving on foreign shores,
those left hehind ‘will be under the’ spec-

ial and gracious guardianship of the Lord
Jesus Chjish~Burt,

Miss. Mag.

deping’

>

.ed than ‘six men for California.”
If it
had two less than it mow has, hope would | Divine assistance will be withheld when
arise of a better future for tha ‘great com- it bec.mes a nurse for pride.
ov
wit

monwealth.

But so long as he two Kal

lochg, father and son, . are reptesentatives

of. the “Baptist cause in San Francisco,
there will be little to hope for. 1 They have

| demoralized the church and: wade i a crea-

ture of their wil, i

pe

J A man may well bear his cross patient-

ly, whilst on the road to wear his crown.
They who are’too peor to trade in, the
world, may buy siniedy, in God's ;
; market.
:

»

8

ic

ed

.

FE
>
INTE,

we 7

¥

b

vi

2

ean, and do it at once Li can easily put
all the money into Bro. Brackett's' hands

dition to what has already been’ pledged
and undertaken, to complete the work
generously and. quickly. - A good deal
will, no doubt, be done for this enterprise
by the friends in the Central Association;
for the work at Harper's Ferry has been
very deat to them from the beginning,
and something will be sent from the

mains to supply a

It was also shown in

with

this is.

_how the new chapel at Harper's Ferry is.

another hundred miles to Wheeling,

ing hundreds of miles south, of this road,
these minerals repose in silent, undisturbed and untold richness. But doubtless, the want and enterprise of future
years will develop and utilize them.

Isaac was probably 25 years old at this

his intercourse

announced that the women wish to raise
a thousand dollars toward it, and

dent
member from the New England
churches alone, will be sufficient, in .ad-

and coal especially are
quantities daily, and

.It should be noted here that

marriage of Isaac.

dollars has already been added to that
sum in ‘subscriptions; and, lastly, it is

West Virginia one hundred miles more to
Grafton; thence
along the main trunk

ous hills abound -in valuable ores.

strength of his faith, and that in ‘every
in God

of the children God has taken from them ;.
then, we are told, that about a ‘thousapd

already begin to dream of the possibility
4 of being present at its dedication next
on the route, Memorial Day, or about. that time.
are noted for their romantic localities, as
Of course some work must be done, but
well as the comfortable and ample enterit need not be very hard or long cohtinued,

that if he offered Isaac, God would raise | on the Parkersburg Branch to the Ohio
him from the dead, the trial would not be river on the left from Grafton,sthe numer--

less severe.

HOW IT IS TO BE DONE. "
First, there is the five thoutand..
| dollars pledged by the good brother and
his wife, as a monument to the memory’ y

acrdss West Vir- announcement of the original-ddnation anto

ially in the vicinity of “Cheat river,” so

vah Abraham left Mesopotamia for Haran,
(Acts 7, 2, 4, ) then went into the land of

case, strong faith

BY REV.G.C. WATERMAN.

called.
Deer Park and Oakland,

manifested when at the command of Jeho-

Canaan. (Gen. 12; 1-5, ) and again

the pure air

and second, to visit our

time, and therefore could not have been
“cheapness -of-land-and- ease -of-cultivation;bound on the altar without his own conto go a warfare at one’ s own charge, than
sent.
a
it was, or is, in Néw Hampshire, Maine
-At Newburg, W. Va; -an- activ Yittle
* But these were great occasions in the’
or New York.
rs
town,
after a seven hours’ ride A some
history of Abraham. What may be callIndeed, we are not sire but many min188 miles of railroad, the ¢¢ fast train” left
isters would end their lives both more ed his *¢ every day piety” i seen in his us off, since it did not stop at Indepenerecting an altar at his different stopping.
usefully and more prosperously also, fiplaces; in the reason given by Jehovah dence, a mile further on, and the point of
pancially, should they come hither, and in
our destination that night. The rest of
for making known to him
what he was
on foot.
Y
Newmethods ‘and devotion . pursue substan- about to do. at Sodom ; in his sprayer for the distance we conquered
burg is famous for the extensive deposits
ially’ the course pursued by the early fath- |
1 Sodom, and in his arrangements for the of coal just across the track in a mountain
ters of the denomination, The same z ul,

~

this cup.”

physical

MISSION WORK.
CONDUCTED

Association to meet at Flemington, on the: 1 to, be built. Have you any doubt about
| the early success of the enterprise? ‘We
17-19 of the present month.
©All those who have -passed over the bave Dot had from the moment of the

portant, it seems thaf*Haran was probably}

If that is not practicable, then find out
thankfulness in the purity of her politics.
As one travels through. Switzerland he
where there are already some of qur brethThe suffrage is so general that the great
had overtaken him, had enfeebled his once mass of the people, all who ‘have any- ren, and go and settle down with them. .sees constantly exhibited in the shop-windows a group in bronze, marble, or woodpowerful constitution and passed him’ thing at stake, are fully and’ fairly repre- If any one wishes to come to Nebraska;
carving.
It represents "a man pierced
or
Kansas,
and
wants
to
know
where
to
beyond the zenith of his ‘usefulness.
But | sented in the House
of Commons.
v
I
-with-ten
-spears{-andashe sinks--to-the“find
other
Freewiit
Baptists;
Tet
hin
write
listened
England is really a conservative Repub{when on the Sabbath" we “again
ground,
dying,
hisicomrades
press victorito him, and the great tabernacle wag full lic, all bat in name, ‘while she who bears to Rev. A,.M. Totman, Aurora, Neb., or
i
ously
upon
their,
astonished
foes.
to
Rev.
S.
F,
Smith,
Fairbury,
Neb.,
or
to overflowing, Mr. Spurgeon ‘appeared the name of Queen “has ever ‘been the
f
“in the ery prime of life and in the full: patrorof all ‘that is pure and good. Rev. J; ‘Wesley; Notawaka, Kansas, or .: The group evidently commemorates.
some Swigs hero; and ,we listened _ with
strength of his. manhood.
How grandly Political corruption has there met the fate to the writer, at [astings, Neb.
We are very glad the Star gave us so pleasure ' as the Swiss shop-keeper re-.
he preached on that’ Sabbath morning! which it richly deserves, Would that it
His voice filling every part of the vast might speedily go so in the glorious land geo a text with so good a gospel ring peated, with patriotic pride, the old story
it. It sounds like the centennial voice of Arnold de Winkelried.
auditorium ringing ont as clear as any of America, then would the answer be
bell; his clear reasoning carrying ‘the: as- nearer to the prayer so often ‘offered by of our fathers: Better still: It sounds.
In 1836 a large Austrian army invaded
- sent of the judgment, his sallies.of wit pro- God's children, and which it is our duty like the voice of Apostles,who went forth ‘Switzerland. All. the patriots gathered |
go
ducing many a smile; his apt illustrations daily to plead in the words given us by calling aworld to God—with not a feath- at Sempach to resist them.
:
The armies
ered nest to begin with,
making every point effective, while his our. divine
frontéd each. other in silence.: There was
Master, Thy, ;JHingdom
yy
ade
- earnest appeals.conld not fail from moving ‘come! ” :
no point in the unbroken front of the
- every heart. We found him particularly in| Austrians where the Ss could ‘make an
terested. in the Free Baptist denominatioti
oat
C1
attack.
5
n
II
The Morning Star ‘would empha: |
BY REV. W. H
of America, and while his Calvinisin
Suddenly Winkolried, shouting «Make
EL
*
+ would prevent him from standing with size the need of standing by the country
way for liberty I” charged alon¢ upon the,
As
in
our
.
Saniday-schools;
we
have
for
us in doctrine, yet his strong open-com- parishes, and keeping the light in’ the |
a number of weeks been studying vari- Austrians: Extending his arms, he gathgee
munjonism: brings him into full sympathy old country meeting-houses burning to
ered ten spears withinihis grasp. Their
bus
phasds of the character, of Abraham,
the tide that must
|
Pid with any Baptist people who are defending greet and ‘welcomepoints pierced his heart; he bore them to
it
may
be
interesting
to,
give
a
general
po
:
the Lord's table from man’s barriers, and eventually ‘turn * back from the cities.’
the
ground; but the breach had. béen
"sketch of his character PLSwe find it pre© dontending for the right of Apoptolic prac- | And. we would emphasize the need tha
made.
The" Swiss: rushed through the
sented
in
the
Scripture
parr
tive.
many country parishes | ould {rust a
‘tice, Let
a man examine himself, and
opening,
and, stimulated by Winkelried's
When
Terah,
the
father,
of
'Abrabam,
of
, 80 let’ him eat of. this bread, nd drink. of good deal morg to’ sel(-help, instead
example,
defeated the Austrians with
money- dwelt in Ur of the" Chaldees, he was an

3

seek

churches (whit
of the West Va.Association, the West Va. college, and to attend

want of confidence in the preserving care
houses” to send them, by giving such sLof grod, first in Egypt and then in Gerar.
mission aid as will blunt a little the edge We should note the reasons he gave for
thi course, and that Sarah stood in a reof privation, and enable them to- be much
| classes of London weére- as thrifty as the |
lationship near enough to be called his
more
abundant
in
gospel
labors
and
efworking people -of America are, they
sister,as Lot is called his brother. But she
would on that side be as well if not bet- ficiency than they otherwise could be.
Suppose, therefore, those ministerial was also his wife, and the statement was
ter off, than the ‘working pecple are on
and it. placed
brethren
who have ‘‘ fields” and ¢¢ feath- intended to deceive;
this side. This «statement may seem’
Sarah in a position. of danger. It should
ered
nests?
just
increase
4
little
their
zeal
overdrawn, but it is true nevertheless.
also be noted that in both cases his fears
The present government is more friendly ‘in providing a few feathers for nw nests were not without foundation. But it is proto temperance legislation than was the out here by somewhat enlarged’ home bable that a more straightforward course
former, but prohibition is all out of the mission contributions! It will not: de- would have led to different results, and
question. If some Dr. Crosby would do crease, the feathers of your own nests, if Abraham should have remembered that if
in London what has been; and, is being the least: It will the rather increase and it was right for him to go to these places,
done, in N¥Y: city, it would prove a goften'them. Som? of them have got so God could and would take care of him
hacked down, that they need a little
blessing to thousands. Something will
livening up; and His may be a good way and his, while he remained there.
be done, undoubtedly, to stay the tide
I leave for another paper some lessons
which is cow bearing to ruin one of the to effect it.
suggested
by the life and character of
Another thing. We advise that when
noblest people that has ever formed a
Abraham.
brethren come west, two, three, or more
|
¥
‘part of the history of humanity.
| If the drinking customs of England are families come together, if possible, and
settle together, and build up a church toso deplorable, it is a grateful relief to
THE SWISS HERO.
look away therefrom, and

I left Harper's Ferry the 8th inst., “for a
brief tour ‘into Preston and Taylor counties, aa_journey of two hundred miles and
“more. My object was two- fold: first to
of the. mountains;

Mamre (Gen. 13, 14—18)
and it was
strikingly shown when at the command of
Maine were, when Randall, Buzzell, and Jehovgh, he went a three days’ journey intheir Gompeers commenced Weir work, or to the land of Moriah to offer up Isaac for
‘a burnt offering, Some persons say that
that New York was, when Marks, Brown,
if, as Pati]
intimates, Abraham believed
Wire, Hinckly, and others
commenced

duce growing and eventually large results
; aud churches, when gathered, will
of different shops every hour of theay.
-have
no prejudice against supporting the
We were surprised at the vast number:
ministry, as far as means will permit.
and many different. kinds of Bibles now |
We have a few brethren in Nebraska,
being issued. And after giving a careful
and Kansas—S. F. Smith, Totman, Root,
and have become deservedly popular, for
general utility, practical . suggestions and
boldness of type, the Auxiliary Bible, prepared by Mr. Holness, and’ published at

Priston Co., W."Vai. «SEPT. 13, i”

son of Noah, lived 150 years after
the birth |

The facts, that we are very much in
the condition that New Hampshire and

them are being carried out from-hundreds

ekXamination to many of these, especially
those that are so highly recommended

draws the-attack upon himself, and falls
fluences by which Aeiars was, stron
ed were not favorable for a brilliant ca- a martyr, while others march to victory
reer as a worshiper of Jehovah. We do through the opening he has made.
>
not know what were the means by which
SPECIAL
OORRESPONDENCE.
‘Abraham was led to the knowledge of the |

ists should find them in force in those sectiotE--beath ; but it may be noted. that Shem, the

and justly: won the hearty approval of
both parties.
Mr. Fawcett, who is thorWhotwould not, after an absence of oughly acquainted with Indian matters,
nearly ten years; be glad to go home? and as interested gs he is informed, in a
So after the purpose had been formed | clear, “forcible, and pursuasive speech
and the way seemed favorably opened discussed the merits of the budget; made
we prepared for the journey. If was no most ‘humane suggestions in behalf of theirs—so far as churches, feathered nests,
easy thing to find that the * Centennial” India, and presented an array of figures &c., are concerned.
We haye one advantage. There are
and General Conference would stand in which showed the correctness of every
the way, and as we had fondly anticipa- position he assumed.. When the reader Freewill ‘Baptists already scattered. al-|
ted the pleasure of both, a visit across considers that this gentleman, besides most all over our territory, so that all the
the water, and attending the gathering being one of England’s greatest scholars materials do not have to be gathered
of our people on this side, upon learning and best debaters, is Postmaster General anew... We have perhaps another, in
for the first time the change of month in of Great Britain; and Professor -of Politi- that it is easier here{ on account of the

ve
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them a more or less handsome salary.

Their path doth bright and brighter shine,
Till pérfect iin thie skies;

4

of

.

That's lighted by his word;

:

whether a member

or of the opposition, the"
(?) was shown to all,
one else below royalty
on he would very, soon

x

Nor age fling'shadows o’er the way

‘

aos

who had the floor,

the government
WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 22, 1880. | same politeness
:
:
:
But should any
THE PATH OF THE JUST.
sit with his hat
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fails to recognize and enforce obligation

The rich ‘notes that swell and rise
and fall as a Nielson holds an audience
spellbound, these are lost in ‘the outer

to ‘God, can nog meet the demands of the
case.

atmospheré.- But the musicof a soul attuned to heaven's harmonies shall never

nores the higher faculties of the soul, and

the.

| modern Sunday-school, a new impulse i ‘SABBATH- SCHOOLS AS AN EDUCATIONAL. FORCE.
should be given to the_work " throughoutthe world, and without doubt such im=
BY PROF. R.
R. DUNN, D. D..

the fact that not one

The happy man. Prov. 3: 18-35.
1saac’s, prosperity. Gen. 26: 12—25;

,

‘year

Knowledge is not power, but education
embracing both knowledge and discipline
Are we doing.in the State of Maine all. is the power which governs the agriculwe ought to be doing in this cause? Let tural, ‘mechanical and artistic work of

Papers.)

Burial of Sarah. Gen. 23: 1-20.
Rebekah. Gen. 24: 1-28.
Rebekah. Gen. 24:20—-67.
Prosperity of Job. Job 1: 1-22.
Prosperity

Centennial

—

“| nation perish. But education which ig-

pulse has been "given. Improved methods, increased attention, and better work
seem demanded’ and “must be assured.

ISAAC'S PROSPERITY.
DAILY

this

|

Communicytions,

‘TO FRIENDS -OF SUNDAY-SOHOOL IN
MAINE.

And thecharacter and work of out

de-

perish.

Judge not those about you then

nominational schools scarcely
modify by externals merely, search, rather, for
this imperative
demand “for Sunday- the hidden treasures of truth ‘and purity
school instruction. Our colleges, having and rightness.» Bestow your love where
abolished the theology and churchism of these are found, albeit’the one’ who posRome without putting the Bible into -Sesses them may be outwardly" poor and
their place, hdve much more mythology plain and of low estate.

tion aftend, answer. We need - mutual, nations, and, under God, guides in all the than theology.” Indeed,a child of a dozen
Soin our own personal development,
Ff moral and Christian work of earth. - This
pl
.| consultation andd planning,
and united | edication’ mag be physical,
let it be an evolution of our truer, highyears can get more religious instruction
mental, or
organized effort. It, is earnestly hoped
and religious discipline in a‘ single year er faculties. Let it be the ** survival of
moral..
The
physiogk
was:
first
in the
that in the approaching State S. S. Conin Sunday-school than is aequired in a the fittest.” Let every ‘thing low and
vention, to be heldim Brunswick, Oct. 12° ascendency, and the pyramids of Egypt, classical course of seven years. In our ‘unworthy “go to the wall.” The ten& 13, every County ‘will! be represented and the ruins’of Thebes énd of Baelbect Christian colleges there are religious dency of the agé is too much toward a
are its monuments. The more enduring
and as far as ‘possible every school.
"=
meetings and influences to supply in part superficial ‘culture. To appear - well is
Theze will doubtless be some present works of Greece and Rome are proofs of this deficiency, and it is hoped the time frequently considered of greater imporwho have attended the Centenary meet- the higher intellectual discipline. But may come when, with the literature of tance than to do well.
all these types of civilization lacked the

hidden by the mists of senses

discard and disallow lg

ve
not clearly se ? Or sha) we
insist th :
every thing is what it seem
s {op —
Such a position would be extr
ethe foo).
ishness. A ‘few wegks sinc
e, I'saw th
beautiful picture

of sunrise over the
oy
The great orb came out of
the water uw.
quenched and uncooled. It
mounted. the,
Aug

ust sky in its blazing chariot
of gy

It was the same sun I hadsseeh
drop i
the ocean a few honrs before

And hy

day by day, this wonderful feat
Was performed, and no change was appa
rent,
Had I not known something
of natura)

law, or had I lived a fow hundred Years

ago, what wonder and mystery would
have surrounded the ‘whole. “Everyth
ing
is not what it seems to be.
be sure, so far

as God

But we may
deals

with

his

children, everything is just. * If physical
ings in London. Such men
as Dr. Vincent,
———
F 3
This tendency we should steadfastly law is binding and exact, and hag direct
Homer
and
mythology,
which
must
not
be
Trumbull, , Schauffler, &c., would instruct moral culfare and religious discipline
resist. - While we give a due prominence reference to retribution, the moral law,
Notes and
5
which the nature of man and the laws of underestimated nor laid aside, we may
and iinspire our workers. If means cal
to appearances we should never forget or the law pertaining directly to Spiritua
have
more
of
Christian
ethics
and
theConnecting
history.
death
of
l
bé put in’ the hands of our Executive God requice, and hence their Weskuess, ology. But as it i§, évén our. denomina- that the hidden treasures, existing within existence, must
be equally so. We may
Sarah and her. burial in the cave purand
decay.
Committee, such falent will be secured.
us in germinal form, are of infinitely 4 not quite comprehend the exact Agns,
<hased of Ephron, at Hebron; the marEducation should develop and disci- tional schools furnish 80 little religious
Butwe have good and efficient men in
more importance than any merely exter- cation of ** everlasting” or of eternal,”
training
that
Sabbath-schéols
and
Bibleriage of Isaac and Rebekah the second our own State. ‘And it is hoped that pline the whole-man-in all his powers and
as applied to moral action. But we may
nal accomplishment.
]
classes
are
indispensably
necessary
to
the.
cousin of Isaac; the marriage of Abraham
faculties, increasing strength, accuracy
Pastors, Superintendents, and Teachers,
clearly understand, that if spiritual hapcompletion
of
a
seund,
symmetrical
An
angel
lies
within
thee;
and Keturah; his death, ' 1821 B. C. at
all interested in the work, will be present and activity of the body, the intellect and ‘course of study. And yet these schools
Fair and bright his form may
piness comes from obedience to spirituat:
the age of 175; thé’ promises. of God to
the
sensibilities.
The
development
and
and become hearty colaborers. Let this]
_ > But if thou lookest not within thee
13ws, so spiritual misery must-come from"
are often condemned as segtarian’ beAbraham Snewed ‘to Isaac; Isaac in
Thou that form shalt never see.
annual
gathering be the largest, most enjoyment of att, science and literature; cause they are religious, and some Chris- |.
a
disregard or disobedience to spiritual
(Gera, among the Philistines.
success in labor, commerce and statesenthusiastic, and instructive of any we
laws
t Sowed in’ that lapd.”
The land of
tians,
and
even
F.
W.
Baptists,
patronize
. If there is power in the certainty
Rich
and
beautifu}
are
the,
treasures
have ever knewii'in the State. Talk the matiship depend upon the direction and- State" instithtions where religion is ignoe. God has given to thy care;
:
of retributive justice to deter men from
Abimelech,
Ring
of Philistia.
Gera
degree
of
feeling,
apd-yet
.the
education
Look within thee, seek thy pleasures
evil works, the nearer that retribution
- was the royal city in the southern pent of matter up, and earlysappoint your rep- ‘of the sensibilities isi almost entirely ig- ed, and then wonder that. young people
resentatives, filled with the Spirit of work
In the hidden and the fair.
the country.
the stronger the preventing power. The
‘are so thoughtless and skeptical respectnored.
—_—————,_— _oaaiL
ing the Bible.
“ An hundred fold.” ‘Not to be taken for Christ and souls, and let the Toots’ of:
pulpit must proolaim the law, God will
All
the
social
relations
of
life,
and
all
as an accurate statement.
The rate’ of our growth strike downward, and the the happiness in time agd eternity .deThere are-various other considerations
attend-to the penalty. The third point,
THE BULPIT Al
AND THE PEW. *
incréase in grain varies from thirty to branches, reach heavenward, till every pend upon the feeliugs, and yet hut little showing the inestimable worth of. Sunthen, in the rule af general heresy is ty.
BY J. Ww. BARKER:
.
a hundred fold. Here it is only meant family shall feel the stimulus of the living is said upon increasing or. directing the ‘day-schools, but as an educational force
deny
’ the doctrine of retribution.
We reword and power of God.
.
:
No. 3.
:
that Isaac had very large crops.
¢ The
they are almost our only instrumentality
here
than
mor
is
it
peat
,
e
sy,
ability
to,
feel
;
and
effort
to
increase
feels
it
is
ecclesiAny funds sent to A. R. Bixby, SkowheHaving endorsed the entire orthodoxy
Lord blessed him.” The increase ®f* his
for educating the sensibilities. They are
astical- idiocy.
gan, Treasurer of the Convention; Jwill ing is considered hypocrisy, and to excrops and flocks came about by the blessindispensable in supplying the" deficien- of the * Fatherhood of God” and of * Fhe |.
hibit
feeling,
weakness.
With
more
than
be judiciously used to carry forward this
Brotherhood of Man,” we have
sub:
ing of God.
See the Golden Text.
three-fourths of our scholars, more than cies of public school instruction, and even
work.
v
GOD CARES FOR ALL.
scribed to correlative doctrines - of vast
“ The Philistines envied him.” The
our
best
colleges
without
them
are
terribW. A. CLARK, Secretary. : three- fourths of their linguistic, matheleast favored generally envy the more faly defective. These schools, then, are not importance. If God is our Fath&, then
BY G EO. EB.
E. PLACE.
*>+00o
matical
and
scientific
study
is
for
the
dis49
—
7
he is,in all respects, the essential head |
vored. The idolaters were not blessed of
only the ‘ nurseries of the church,” * the
cipline
of
the
intellect,
but
what
text
. INFLUENCING OTHERS.
I had boon reading and contemplating God as Isaac his sefvant was. They enrecruiting offices for the ministry,” ¢ the of the human family. He is the Tawgiver,
What we say at home, or in the Sun- } book or study is furnished for the disy/
the
sublime science of asfronomy.
I
he his ordained in all
vied the rewards of piety and industry
cipline of the sensibilities? This depart- aidto parental influences,” ¢‘ the means of and by the laws
day-school,
or
in
the
plage'of
social
prayread
of the vast size of the sun;
of the
but not the possession of the wirtues that
grace for personal salvation;” but they are the ‘activities of life,lie will judge every
ment
of
education
is
1&ft
mainly
to
>
gained the rewards. Envy is a sin, ‘since er; our written as well as our spoken novels, theaters, and Sabbath-schools; All God's educational forces for disciplining member of the human family. If then numerous bodies or worlds which revolve
words; casually: dropped rémarks to a
it looks on the happiness of others with a
the moral nature of.man and for com- there is law (and who will doubt it?), around it—of the fixed stars placed far oft
young person, whom we have no thought. the force of fiction bends and molds the
“wish to-despoil them of it: Trig the very |
pleting
other “educational forces Tor the “there must be retributive justica. Hence -in-infinite space; hundreds and thousands,
feelings
for
good
or
evil,
and
theatrical
|
or purpose of influencing, or a single
essence of selfishness.
;
civilization and evangelization of the the plain doctrine of * Retribution” must even millions of them; that they were
letter of business or friendship from us,— performers know that their success de“For all the wells . . . . the Philistines
world.
Then, as we love our race and be ranked as one of the wardinal doc: shown to be suns, like our own; as
pends more upon control of their feelings |
had stopped.” The difficulty of digging may be a factor. in determining the pre- than upon voice or gesture, and yet in our‘country, the church of God and its trines, which the pulpit must proclaim. large, and larger; that they were all
dominant characteristics of those who are
And not only retribution’ in a general’ probably surrounded by numerous worlds,
wells with the tools of that diy was
- work, the Pace of Christ and salvation,
-to fill a far wider place, and do a far: sociology, morals and religion this kind[
sense, but it must and will be exact and like our own sum, and all peopled with
great. The digggng ofa well, it iS said,
let
us
labor
“and
pray
and
pay
for
the
of discipline is left mainly to accident.
nore important work in “the world than
impartial.
Human laws may be evaded. millions. of living beings. The~thought
gave the right ot proprietorship to the
schools
which
train
the
soul
for
God
and
ours. What we are may settle the ques- ~ But the Sabbath-school has much to do
immortality.
bi The penalty may be set aside by the cif" staggered my comprehension. How can it
surrounding
territory
if unoccupied.
directly,
-if
not
intentionally,
with
this
tion of what a multitude of others shall
++ ©-0-&
0+
ning and corruption of human possibility. "be that these worlds, multiplied by mil.- The filling up of wells expressed enmibe and shall do. Qur lives and characters subject. And if much of its literature
Men may do and dare in the race of life, lions, each one of these millions, conty toward the descendantsof Abraham
and
HIDDEN TREASURES.
are entering into and becoming a part and teaching is too . sentimental
with seeming impunity. Kfbm personal taining, doubtless, their millions of living
and a wish that they would “leave the of the lives and characters of those whom superficial,
and too often confined to
BY
REV.Y.
K.
CHASE.
malice
and spleen, we may pursue the beings ; that each -6ne of these beings can
territory.
we never knew until recently, and their narrow channels and special emotions,
unfortunate.
We may cast aside all receive the special, providential care and
“ Abimelech” The King of the PhilisThe external beauty of the physical
lives and characters are entering into and still it is by far the best institution we
mercy
and
forbearance,
we may seem to favor of God ? -Is there not danger that
“tines, and probably son of the king by [>
becoming a part of ours. ~The composi- have for educating the feelings. <The universe is apparent to all. The mountforget the unwritten law of God, that I, with my. special needs, may be over. the same name, who eighty years before
importance
of
Sabbath-schools
in
this
ain
penks
standing
in
grim
silence
under:
tion of their and our character is still in
aggregate? I
stands between us and certain peril; but looked in the immense
had dealings with Abraham. Gen. 20.¢ Go
»
progress. This thought ought to give respect can not be overestimated; nor the starry heavens, the beauties of the
could maintain an intellectual bonsciousthe
end
is
certain.
*
Be?
not
deceived,
from us.” The disposition of the king
to us a sense both ofgadded responsibility the. importance of - this question in Sab-' summer life; the singing birds, the springness that God, who created all, .can care '
was .peaceful and patriotic. Isaac was
direction.
If feelings of ing flowers, the ripple of the cascades,and God is not rocked; whatsoever a man
and of added anxiety. And its bearing bath-schoo]
all; yet still" the thought would be A
for
a power that threatened the future of the
soweth that shail he also reap.”
‘Men
on the perils, and possibilities of our competition and strife, of love of fun and | the music of the ocean: of these, poets
unavoidabl
y lurking” and fostering in my
state.
:
do
not
gather
grapes
from
thorns,
or
figs
children, hour by hour, ought: not to be amusement are promoted, the result is [ have sung, by them our hearts have been
after all, God might overthat,
mind,
|
from
thistles.”
*
Whatsoever”—there
is
“ The valley of Gerar.” These valfatally
certain
;
but
if
the
feelings
of
oblithrilled and stilled o'er and o’er again;
lost sight of by us. Their occasional
iteys, or ‘wadys, as they are now called, companionships, their exceptional asso- gation, of love of right, humanity and of nevertheless it is true that * from Nature's nothing excepted. Itis a most signifi- look-me in some of my needs } and it sadly
-are the hollows through which brooks
God are stimulated, the greatest work of deep and hidden recesses come forth her . cant expression. The darknées of mid- marred my perfect enjoyment and trust
‘ciations, and the incidental lessons which
night can not cover the guilt’ of moral ac- in his providential care.
flow and are therefore fertile parts of the come to them by word -and example at earth or heaven is. promoted. Man isa choices} treasure.”
tion, nor ean the-cunning or subtlety —of EE One-day at-work-in-the field, becoming
land.
trinity,
needing
educational
training
with
~
Not
so
beautiful
the
mountain
peak
as
home and away from home, Will perhaps
** Isaac digged again the wells > This
the rich geological treasures lying under- man evade the certain advent of retribu- weary, I lay down upon my back to take
have as much as all their formal training reference to thought, feeling and will.
1 a moment's rest.
)
Two little kittens which
‘was easier than to dig as many new
tive justice.
Buu
in
all
these
he
is
a
moral
and
neath ; not so beautiful the old ocean,
and instruction to do with developing or 3
were with me; no sooner spied me than
‘wells. Besides, this act restored to him
religious
being
demanding;
spiritual
and
rocking
on
its
bosom
the
‘white-winged
fepressing the best or the worst elements
“ In the corrupted currents of this world,
‘| they came clambering upon my breast. 1.
- all the rights these wells gave his father.
of - their personal character. There are ethical culture as much and more than’ ships as the grottoes with pearl and coral Offense’s gilded hand may shave by justice:
began stroking their backs, both at the
«* The water 7s ours.” The neighborhood those who can impress and inspire our that of science, art or philosophy. All| strewn floors, lying far down beneath its “And’oft’tis seen, the wicked prize itself
ri
sametime,
one with each hand, they look- was not the. best.
The Philistines were.
Buys
out
the
law
:
but
’tis
not
so
above:
history
shows
that
civilization
never
adheaving waves ; not so beautiful the starry
children for good in certain directions as
ing me in the face, and purring with su-~
not well disposed towards Isaac, and were we can ‘never hope to. And there are vances without religion, and that with sky as the revealed secrets of those far off. There is no shuflling, there the action lies
drawing him into a quarrel. It was. get- | others who can do them niore harm in an Christian education the world has been wonder-worlds borne to us by the teles- In-its true nature; and we ourselves compelled, ‘preme delight, as if each one believed it
was the sole, undivided Objeet of my atJing to be a question with him of femoval hour than we can do good to them in a furnished with the best type of civiliza- cope- and spectroscope. What music of Even to the teeth and forehead of our faults,
>To give in evidence. * * *
tention.
:
or of war.
tion.”
As
that
man
can
not
be
symmetribirds
is
comparable
with
the
harmonies
of
This even-handed justice
year. It is one of our duties to bring
And
then
the
thought
came
to
my
mind
¢¢ Called the name of i Sitnah.” That them under the influefife ‘of those who cally educated who exercises and thus the universe ? The true beauty of the open- Commends the ingredients of our poisoned
Ww
—thig is a lesson to illustrate the manner
ig ““kaired.” *¢ Rehoboth.” That is ‘‘room.”
chalice
;
develops the feet but not the hands, the ing flower can only be seen as our eyes
can help them, and to or
them away
in which God bestows a full, requisite
* Names thus given become monuments of from the Influence of the others.—&. S. ears but not the eyes, the reason, but not bave been touched and unsealed by a To our<> lips.”
atténtiofl
to the needs of every ' living
experiences, records of history. It was
the sensibilities, so that education=~is study-or its'organism and nature.
Times.
This is a most energetic setting. forth
creature
he
has made: a spirit, immatea custom of the day thus to perpetuate
seriously defective which omits moral
Not so beautiful the cascade as the of a very wholesome truth, by a master
De
events.
:
«
electric forces concealed in the dark delineator of thought. The ‘ sowing” rial, yet all consciousness, -all omnipoand religious culture.
“ WELL IN HAND. Be
¢¢ Beersheba.” Tais town was at-the
Qur common schools are as indispen- cloud that overhangs it. Not so strange, has especial reference to human action, tent, all eyes to see; all feet to run to the
A class isnot “well in hand” if it is sable to our civilization and national life so wonderful the external universe as the
rescu¢; and all hands, to supply all
southern extremity of the holy land, withand the ‘ reaping” is a synonym of retneeds; -although the recipients may be
"in the tribe of ‘Simeon. *¢« The Lord ap- fretted and" teased by its "teacher. It is as our plows and steam-engines, and life which throls and thrills, and the laws
ribution. It is not the province of this
not ‘well In pang if sudden - and caprimultiplied by countless millions in the peared unto him.” - Unsolicited, it seems, .cious
demands are made upon it, and it secular education are more valuable than Which, control all its forces.
articleto discuss the character or the
out of his own full grace God appeared to | is found-fault with one day for the same gold or luxurys and yet mere learning has.
Notwithstanding all that has been done scope of moral law. That work belongs sane moment of time. I arose and reIsaac. “He will ‘appear to us will reveal kind of a,recitation that has been going no moral character, and a fan might as toward bringing within our
reach a expressly to the pulpit. Neither can we sumed my work, thanking God- for the
his presence and diffuse . his. love in us. on unreproved for two weeks before. 1c reasonably #xpect to see a painting with knowledge of these things, still, in depths
quieting influence of the lesson.
Undoubtedly, Isaac was devotional. . It is not * well in hand” ifit is chafing under | his ears or breathe with his eyesas to find: yet unexplored, in recesses yet hidden, measure the |“precise penalty. That bePerham, Me.
longsto the exact ‘and impartial court,
undue restraint, if there is nota spirit or
-i8 said of him that he ‘went out into the freedom of thought and expression. It virtue or piety . in simple thought or others lie which shall be developed as
eile
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but a confederation; and the persistency
with which theories of State rights and
sovereignty have been urged may indeed
“cause
serious = apprehension.
-Other
‘causes.are combined and influences operating ‘still’ more dangerous.
Eternal

and

incentives - to understand | fn view. of these, facts, none should be de- | the natives of India is one of thesd things.

germ of good, and to seek measures to
ameliorate the miserable condition of
those who are unfortunate and vicious.
There is'some foundation to. the cant
ascribing criminal taint to all local news,
declaring that it is only the misdeeds of
people that are reported iin .the papers.
There is much truth iin this, but the ex-

amples we have above cited show that
this is by no means the whole truth.
There is even virtue in exposing crime,
the danger lying in the unwise and
harmful words in which that exposure is.
clothed.
| Christ - looked upon whats are regarded
as trifling incidents of this world - and
valued them so highly that he used them
as the symbols of the highest truth. Can
the servantbe greater than his Lord? And
dis'it not our'neglience if we fail to make
‘thé highest use of passing incidents, revealed by the newspaper, to make clearer

to place them nearly .on'a level with
Christianity.” The real facts prove the
contrary. .The people can not rise in
character above their conceptions-of = the
gods which they: Worship.
Yef by the site of Hindu temples and
Mohammendan
mosques, ancient, spa-

cious

and grand,

with native preachers
been raised up,

Christian

churches,

and singers, have

and their

influence i8 to

weaken that of the temple worship. Such
is the

power

of the glorious

gospel of

Christ. Such churches appear in all parts

India

newspaper

received

kindness of one of our

through the

missionaries)

“80 long as the letter of the law
tended to, and

the animals

ns

that

is atactually

deprived of life, no. fegard seems to. be
had as'to. whether they are tortured to
the very verge of

death or not.” Again:

In many native States the slaughter of

cattle for food is entirely prohibited, and
the Europeans and Mohammedan residents

have to * kill” outside the state, and convey the meat: to the market, often long”
distences sufficient to cause its deteriora-

The anniversar exercises
were’ very ‘in.
The on
ubject of Missions
was
.discussed by Rev. M. Atwood,
of Sunda
pointing &o his life shall direct the mind Schools by Rev. A. M. Freeman, of Eda
to that field and heaven for which his life tion by Rev. E. Blake, Church “Extension.
“was spent, Large sums were not asked, Rev. A. Shepard, State of Religion, Rey.
A. H. Milliken, Temperance, Rev
for it wis supposed that so many would
. B, 4.
Sherwood.
Thee Annual + Sermon
wyg
wish to have an. interest in the matter preached
J. W. Burgin, subject,
that single dollars .would be sufficient. Personalityby Rev.
and Office-work of the Hol
But we are sorry to say that the many
Spirit.
y
and even some who have promised are : The Conference were
Boris . With
not yet heard from. Brethren, what does
preaching by Revs. N. F. Cobleigh
it mean? Surely there must be many who Dutton, A. B. Drew, B. A. She , A, J
rwood, A.

of this work, consuming the last fragments of hislife with the fires of its altars.
Let us at least place a guide-post that in

| teresting.

:

tion. At the same time in these very
of India.
Again heathenism affords no {jjtates _Hindussare _pérmitted to starve are willing to give one dollar. Probably M. Freeman and A. H.
vigilance and activity are requisite to
Milliken.
such thing as a home in any proper sense. t heir cattle, to work them absolutely to the single dollar was not in hand, ‘and
preserve our. institutions and transmit to
The answers to questions on
F. Missions death,
and
to
exercise
as
much
ingenuity
But Christianity is giving to India many
when the bill was broken the odd dollars by Sister D. F. Smith, and the Ladie
. posterity" frie’ heritage so dearly purchas-s
as they please in the matter of wrung
homes,
with
their
comforts,
‘adornments:
“ed by our fathers.
We believe it will be
were wanted for a feather upon the lady’s Mission Meeting Saturday evening,
‘them, the prohibition only extendin
added
and family wocship. They are a marked actual, deliberate killing. Those o - hat, the breakfast
done. ‘We have confidence in our nationtea, or possibly a month’s much to the interestof the session,
he business of the meeting
fruitage of the gospel. ¢ Still again” it is who dwell iin towns do not require to be supply of tobacco.
3 ‘al safeguards, some of which may be
Reader, will you not
was trang.
quite impossible to conceive of the dark- ‘told of the systematic cruelty practiced on take one single dollar, now, immediately, acted rapidly and harmoniously. It was
specified,
the
bullecks,
whose
unfortunate
lot
it
is
decided to retain Sister Crawfo
ness of the human mind without a hope
© One of théur is our excellent form of
rd as our
to drag the carts about -our streets; and to-day, and send it to Rev. J. J. Butler, Misslonary if that
in Christ. The language of‘a representa- those
was satisfuctory to her;
government.
It was devised in wisdom
“Hillsdale
,
Mich.?,
And as thera is not'a
of us who have traveled much in
by those familiar with history,and ground- our pathway to heaven ? In it time and tive Hindu is, “I have sinned and I the mofussil knew the ‘abominable cruel- crowd it is decided to accept of fives, and if not, to pay the money raised to the For.
ed in principle. It is shown to be place, is not this as profitable reading as must be punished, and there is no escape ties to which the ordinary dak pony is even a ten would not be refused. But let eign Mission Board. The report of the
Com. for last year, though incomp
explanation of this
lete,
eminently adapted to an intelligent and to pour over high literature or metaphys- from the doom which awaits me”. Yet subjected. © The
us hear from you immediately, that the showe
anomaly
seems
to
be
the
extremely
cered her salary nearly raised, up fo, the
ical
theology?
There
is*virtue
in
the
there ate those from whom this darkness
upright people, and commends itself more |
denominat
ion
need not be disgraced by present time.
monial nature of the religions of this
The following Com., on her
and more to their regard “and ‘affection: newspaper for the healing of the nations. has been dispelled, who tell of an inner country, both Hindu and Mohammedan. Jogos delay.
~Rs: D.
-+ salary, were appointed for the
When we come to religious journalism,
ensuing
and joyful experience, and who rejoice in So long as the letter of” the law is not
The rebellion was a severe test in various
year; J. W. Burgin,L." G. Clark, R.
er
J.
ways, and i{s suppression at sucli’'cost of its office is-not chiefly to collect “general bright anticipations of the future. Once broken, the spirit may be infringed with |.
Russell, S. W. Cowell, W. H. Lyster
the utmost impunity ; and this, coupled
and
Central Illinoisis Yearly Meeting.
blood and treasure is significant. Our | news, but to aid its readers-in finding more, there have been numerous instances with
Joseph Quimby.
absolute indifference to the comfort
The churches were inrepublican. nation’ never before stood the interior meaning of those items which’ in which souls have gone to the unseen of the lower animals, seems to account
structed to send.money raised for F.
The
Central
Ill.
Y
M.,
which
has”
just
are
so
apt
to
be
passed
over
as
trifling.
Mis.
world rejoicing in the Saviour" s love and for the hard usage to which these animals
higher than now, not only in the estimasions to the above named Com., ot. report
closed
at
Thompsonville,
Ill.,
was
The
gathering
of
.local
religious
news
a
very
longing to be withshim.
:
are subjected in a country where the life
tion of our citizens, hut of the world.
to them if money was sent to the »
MisSuch is some of the faiings of Chris- of the meanest animal is ¥eligiously held pleasant one. The Q. Ms. were all _rep- sion Treas.
‘ Another safeguard is found in our edu- must be left largely to the daily press.
LZ
: resented, but one.
This is coming t6 be recognized more and tianity in India, bright places of worship, sacred.
;
Two days were
cational system, “our free schools, sem~The Com. appointed last year for
devoted
the
fo
the
work
of
Ministers’
Con‘more
as
a
necessary
department
of
work
bright homes, bright hearts and 'triuminaries, colleges, constantly ‘advanting
purpose of raising $10,000 for the Lyndo
be
BRIEF NO! ES.
n
ference, after which
Rev. G. A. Gordon
Literary Institute having failed, anothe
and improving. Especially may we be in the secular . papers. But the secular phant deaths. But: much more remains | The Baptists largely predominate in the
p +
preached
the
opening
sermon before the Com. were
encouraged by their establishment so press is indifferentas to * the lines which to be done for it. Four hundred and number of Christian churches which have
appointed for that purpose at
.Y.
M.
Rev.
S.
E.
Rogers
was
‘chosen
bound
denominations.
And
we
may
be
fifty thousand Christians are but few in.a been established in Burmah.
this session, namely,A. Shepard, B. A.
widely at the South. The work there _is
‘moderator, and , the letters. from the Q. Sherwood and G.
‘indeed only begun, but it will go on and justified in calling it local news, the mass population of two hundred and forty millM. Prescott.
The Watchman betrays fin insight into- a
ions. The gospel leaven is working. The realmeof truth when it claims “the Gospel is Ms. showed a good degree of prosperity. The following resolutions were passed :
succeed. Give. us these schools through- of items sculled’ “from the papers which
out the land, with their high intellectual relate to ‘one’s own denomination. After more America does to elevate India, the something larger than the technically’ defined Looney Springs Q. M. showed a net iny
ON EDUCATION.
standard, , uncorrupted by Catholic or all the secular papers are doing, there more doesshe elevate herself. The same é plan of salvation’ which is all that the word crease for the year of 177 members, and
Whereas, the Vt. Y M. has two Instita.
‘suggests to some minds.”
had received four new churches, has 16 tions of learning within its limits, viz., The
political devices; not godless, but Chris- remains a large field left for the news- law prevails here as in the work ‘which
We 'should think that if there was any virtue
ordained
ministers;
“with as
many Lyndon Literary Institute and Green Mounttiap, and a great thing is done to assure gathers employed by the denominational she has done for woman and the colored
in bishops the indebtedness of the Metropolichurches. Makanda Q. M. showed a net ain Seminary, and, whereas, these institutions
. .our
national existence and prosperity.......\: journal. _ In the majorityof cases these | people of the South. Lifting we are lift-_ tanrchurch; in Washington;
1 have cost too much -to-be carelessly atiowed
1:-€syought-to-beto So
news-gatherers
are
not
trainedto
their
fncréase
of 78, with 8 ordained ministers,’ be
ed.
Such
is
the
inevitable
and
unchangOur Sabbath-schools are a great elelifted immediately, as we see it stated that
lost now, therefore,
and
13
churches.
The
other
Q.
Ms.
did
a
ment
of strength. Their superintendents, business like the reporter, and corres- ing law of God.
thirteen bishops of the Methodist - Episcopal
Resolved, 1, That we most heartily SY:
Ram Chandra Bose, though he pre- church have united in an appeal to the denom- not report as goo success, yet the breth- -pathize with those who have done so. muech-ty
teachers, and scholars now number more pondents of the secular press, but.they
ren were all very much encouraged, and establish these institutions.
than seven millions,—about as many as in need to train themselves more and more sents forcibly a convincing array of facts ination to do this thing.
:
2." That we deem their history as Dat
in
this
direction.
The
one
important
in
We
can
readjly
excuse
those
who
are
looktheir ministerial, reports
‘and
arguments,
presents
one
of
the
most
exhibited
- all the rest of the world. Considering their
Just
’ begun, and the field of their influence
is vet
recent origin with how little pretence cr’ point in that training is that the facts and marked of the results of missionary labor ing towards Maine and asking, ** Does magnet- much zeal and earnestness, and large
them.
ism magnetize?’
By the way, the Springfield
details
of
the
news
be
given
devoid
of
hopes
for
the future. Perhaps the most. before
in his own parson. He now returns to
a
how sustained and diffused, their vast
3. That we deem it the imperative daty
of
Another point seems al- his work.in Northern India, having quick: Republican shows, thut it is human by asking animated discussion 6f the meeting was every. F,
moral influence already, how they are ex- all comment.
Baptist in the Vit. XY. M. to aid these
this question while Senator Blaine passes -in
most
as important. and that" i8, that no- ened many a Christian laborer in Ameri- review_before its eye,
on the Temperance question, our folks schools by their patf¥nage, by- -tireir
panding and linking themselves with
charities,
;
i
:
generally being extremists on that sub- ‘by their sympathtes and prayers,
other departments of “thought and afork, thing is regarded by-them as too simple ca.
|
This age of the church has one work. ‘wide
The number ;
En noSS
resolution
as | 4. That the Clerk of this Y. M. fobward "
they furnish no dim Rropheey of - future or trifli g to be mentioned.
advantage in the spread of the - gospel in the ject... The ‘following
copy of these resolutionsto the Star, and
of
scholars
in
the
Sabbath-schools;
the
unanimously.
|
'vefact
that
the
sacred
Scriptures
can
be
‘obt:
ained
adopted:
blessing.
/
OURRENT TOPICS.
[uest each pastor to present the same to the
There is also {he Rant
furnished name of any one connected with the
To sow the seed. of the gospel on at so little eost and in so great an abundance.
Whereas we view the use- of intoxicat- respective churches,
The contrast is seen when. we read that in ing drink as
- by the churches.
the prolific source of more
Much has been said in School when any event or incident nat, missionary soil needs patience. As®we
SABBATH SCHOOLS.
1274,
A:
D.,
ar.
English
Bible
cost
£33,
6s.,
8d.,
distress than any one if not all othet evils
* disparagement of the church, chieflyby “urally clings around that name, the” an- are apt to look .ypen human affairs, there and in 1832, A. D., 1s8., 4d.
Whereas, the 8. 8. was instituted to meet
.
|
combined,
therefore,’
a want the church and ministry did not meet,
those who hate and dread its intluence” niversary of the pastor's settlement with dre many drawbacks and many disapThere is something manly in “the state ment |
Resolved, That this Y, M. Tecommends
~JE corrupt. men could break down the the church, the mentioning of the minister pointments in store forthe faithful mis-, of the Baptist We ekly that *‘ no one worthy of that each member belonging to our con- viz., the educ ation of youth and chiddren in
Sabbath, they know that ihis would be a who supplies the pulpit on exchange, any sionary. ‘Something of this disappoint- the name of a man will find” an excuse for nection use all" honorable means to pro- the things of God, ther efore,
Resolved,1,
we. as 5 Y. M. most
fatal stroke, not only to religion but to ‘new method of conducting church services ment creeps into the news item that “yielding-to temptation to evil because he is hibit the manufacture, sale and use of the heartily endorse That
the work of the S. Bs as ‘that
same,
and
that
we
‘neglected
by
or
finds
Jo
sy
Hpathy
among
pledge
to one another
morals. 1t is bad men, Sith vile motives or prayer-meeting exercises, and so on. Mtesa, the Central African king, who
that we will vote only” for temperance |, of independent bodies and associations, and
who decry the | church and denounce or Pages could be written showing the re- desired Stanley to send Christian teach- Christ an people.’
2. That we urge our brethren and sisters of
men
to fill placgs of public trust.
the several churches to earnest, faithful work
, deride ‘the’ ministry. Tt is asad truth sources of the newsgatherer. for a denomi- ers, has renounced Christianity and re- i We do not wish to be bitterly sectional in |
The Sunday-school and Educational in the 8. 8, as the means
our outlook into the Southern States; but the
under God for the. Sonia
" deeply felt by many that there isa lack. national paper, outside of the staple news turned to paganisni. But there are also course which events have taken in that porinterests
were not overlooked.
conversion of their children and the strength: i
of
conversion
s,
baptisms and pastors! many encouraging items of news; such
The church and ministry~ ought to be
tion of our country during the past few years
_ A deeper interest in the preparation ening of our churches,
more godly, more in earnest, more effi- changes.
as that the Methodists propose © raise lead us to adopt the language of the Proviand
work of and for the ministry was
THE SABBATH,
Local news may degenerate into mere $1,000,000 for Foreign Missions, to cele- dence Journal - that *“ the greater the, conficient to withstand the powers of darkness,
Whereas, there seems to be a growing tenevinced
than
ever
before,
and
our
young
gossip,
orit may be transformed into brate the semi-centennial anniversary, in dence reposed in the sincerity and honesty of
and carry the light of life fo the perishdency in many sections of our country, to desemen were earnestly urged to more.
effort crate
the Sabbath by running passenger and
ing multitudes. But let us not lightly es- avenues through which’ truth enters the 1882, of their first mission. . When the ‘the Southern leaders, the greater the Sanger
and study and preparation for x york. freight trains
appears.”
.
on that day, therefore,
1eem their work, imperfect as it is. They soul. Letnot pride get such possession Methodists set out on an enterprise like
In view of the importance of this measA Southerner writing of yankees says “ they
ITlesolved, That this Y, M. pledge itself to
of
people
as
to
make
them
assume
a
too
this,
they
generally-mean
business.
-ave of God. He will lead them on, if
are more industrious .thah we are, but de- ure,
Bro.G. A. Gordo offéred to furnish do what it consistently can, in diffusing a pub«need be, through trial and sorrow, but to condescending mien when looking over
serve no credit for ite: They don’t want the our theological books to young men and | liic sentiment against the desecration
of our
Jocal items.
it
o Ji
——VWE ought to be anticipating the credit, for their industry pays. If a man could ministers at one-half the regular price. holy Sabbath ini any form.
+fingl victory.
There is no occasion to faint or be diss.
thank.offerings which will dgubtless be lie down under a tree and be fed with manna Bro. MA. Shepard made the same offer,
HOME MISSIONS.
Whereas,
FRUITAGE IN INDIA.
the calls forH. Mission Work in
| offered§up to the Highest .upon Thanks- by angels he wouldn't get out of that and go including the Morning Star and
--couraged. If the progress be slow, thefo
our
our denominatien—#re- many and loud, and
Our missionaries in India speak from giving ddy in November next.” « We to ditching eleven hours a day at 25 cents A cumust. be. patience and perseverance.
If
Sunday-school papers and’ leaves, which whereas, success in this branch of denomina
bic yard.”
;
:
time
to
time
of
the
results
of
Christian
have rarely Khown,” says the Providence
revBrses come »they must be met in a manoffers willI. think be almost universally tional work is so intimately connected with po
The St. James Gazette, of London, speaks
efforts
in
that
country.
They
tell
ug:
that,
(R.
1)
Journal,
*
such
a
genersl
demand
ly spirit, and ‘a purpose to triumph over
accepted, and it is hoped will" do much success in our Foreign field, therefore,
of the American author, W. D. Howells, as “a
defeat.
The cause is noble, taking hold ‘though the’ progress of the gospel there is for labor in alk departments of industries
Resolved,! That while this Y. M. does not
literary artist ‘whosé cabinet pictures of New good in inducing sour people.to become
- of our highest, immortal interests; not for apparently slow, it is nevertheless. sure. as at present, and no person able and England life and scenery will be appreciated more acquainted with our denominational 1 essen its ald to F. Missions, it should increase
i ts Interest in and contributions to our H, M.
- a day, but forever. It is worthy of the Such reports are gratifying. It is, how- willing to work need be without employ- “by every reader who values delicacy of per- literature.
5
work.
- effort; in it no real labor can be lost; ever, still more gratifying to be both eye ment at - comfortable wages.” If work ception and harmony of color.” The followVisiting
delegates tp the
dilferent
The session was both spiritual and profitevery soul saved,every community clevat- and ear witnesses of the fruitage of Chris- was the curse pronounced upon man as he ing senténce also shows thatthe English are bodies Gf liberal Baptists of the West able, It was voted to locate the next
session
Fosuguisieg
fleierer
ability
of
Americans:
: left the gates of primeval paradise, it is
ed, every principle settled, is of the high- tian efforts in that dark land.
were appointed, including seven delegates wichin the limits of the Strafford Q. M.
¢ In describing
character his sense of humor
_ est intrinsic value; and contributes to the | At the General, or Quadrennial, Cos- now the blessing which ensures and clust- may lead him to indulge sometimes in ar little to the State Association of liberal Bap.
;
0. Roys, Clerk.
ference'of the Methodist Episcopal Church ers about the only paradise that most of us exaggeration; butghis personages are never
grand; resuit.
tist of Ill., held at Jeffersonyille, Aug. |
Bh gh gn a cee
held in Cincinnati in May last, there ap- are destined to experience on this earth. caricatures, and thre is a wholesomé Jrecogni- 28.
&--o
++ +o
»
Central Association Notes. : LL 4
ES
4
peared as a delegate from the Northern
tion of the finer qualities of human. nature |
One
half
hour
was
set
apart
Sabbath
LS
LOCAL NEWS.
Conference in: India, Ram Chandra Bose, ——Fox a number of years Rev. 0. B, which affords a refreshing contrast to the® deairport, N: Y, Sept. 18, 1880.
morning for prayer. in behalf of Bra,D.
4
__ Its looked upon as quite a respectable formerly a high caste Brahmin, but now-a- Frothingham drew an independent con- ] spairing tone adopted by-many recent deriters.
KLEVENTH ANNUAL MEETING.
Topping,
who
is
confined
of fiction.”
t6 his.bed with" A larger number of delegates than usual
thing, in fact, quite the thing, for eminent. Christian laborer among his own country- gregation to -hear himself" discourse on
cancer of the head, Earnest prayer and were present at the preliminary meeting
- The Watchman remarks that a service was
respegtability, to look upon newspapers men. This man attracted marked atten- liberalism as he understood it. A little | recently announced at St, Matthews, Sydon: supplication was offered for his recovery.
on Monday evening. It was fortunate that
* with a certain condescension. High toned tion at the Conference; and since its ad- while ago ' that, congregation was dis- ham, London, *‘for. children of |the upper
Sunday morning a large company of peo- so many had arrived in time for evening
people ‘admit to themselves that itis a journment, he has been traveling and banded, we believe, on the departure for. classes.” Upon which a newspaper suggests
ple assembled atthe water, and Bro. J. sérvice otherwise the audience would haye
. kind of low curiosity ‘whieh prompts them speaking in different parts of the coun- Europe of its leader. * It is now reported that the words of Christ should be amended 80
‘W.
Phelps led three happy souls into the -been fearfully small. It is strange that
to read the néws furnished by the morn- try. A few evenings since, he addressed that Mr. Frothingham announces from as to read, * Suffer little ‘children of the upper
yielding’ wave, and buried them with people will’go a hundred miles to attend &
“classes
to
come
unto
me.”
We
are
not
sure
« ing paper. Then the just abhorrence a large audience in one of the: Methodist | abroad that he has abandoned
the min- |that some such variation of our Lord’s words their Master in baptism, It was one of meeting, but when it is in their own vilof the disgusting dbtails of. crime and, churches, of Proyidepce, R.1. He is of istry, saying, ‘‘ neither platform nor pulwould not be-beneficial, now and then. So
those very happy occasions we have so lage will remain at home. Rev." T. H.
scandal, as made public
too . many about middle age, tall, lithe and energet- pit will know me again.” Individaalism, much is said about the gospel for the poor,
often witnessed. Soon. after the’ eleven Drake, of Harrisburg, Pa., was = promptly
_ journals, tends to lower the Whold subject ic. His dress is a modification of the orign- ‘as understood by free religionists, loses that the rich are in anger. of Poieing they
o'clock service. began, it “commenced to on hand to fill his engagement to preach
of news in the papers.
tal. He speaks good English and his well one of its public lights in this determina- have no need of it, =
rain, when the company dispersed. Thus the word. He chose for his text 2d Cor.
A little thought on this matter, how- chosen words, arguments and forcible tion of Mr. Eeuthinghan
:
closed one of the most interesting and im- 12: 19 (last clause). Theme, Trye aim of
<ver, will help us to discriminate, and Pertinent illustrations indicate . marked
\
| portant sessons f'the Central Ill. Y. M, the Christan minister. The preacher reathe inestimable value of reputable news mental vigor and high
culture. The THE Ul.
marked : Where shall we. look for the
ever held, :
G+ A. Gorbox, Clerk.
Christian Weekly makesan
will receive the credit due it. For in- following is only a mere outline of his retrue :
model minister if not to Paul? The
’
The Phillips Monument,
for simplicity in the
effective appeal
0-9
*°
stance, the New York Z'ribune of last- markable discourse. =
aim of the Christian minister is to’ build.
Too many are seeking to tear down.
_ Vermont Toutly Meeting.
ursday is before us, and in its columns | Like the missionaries of the pied presence of death, claiming that this Under God, Jeremiah Phillips built his r

“Berominational Hetos.

local news we read: ** The steatship church, the modéP missionaries have the
cilia, with fall cargo ‘of ice, arrived truth of God for their weapon, and using
or
:
from Norway.”
re are sim- it" faithfully, and ‘relying upon God’s
. ply twelve words, and
yet economic promises, they may expect results. God
problems of great interest may be sug- is with them. = In India, as well as, else. gested to ‘the thoughtful mind by this where, they have not been disappointed.
brief sentence. Then a sanitary queésjion With two or three exceptions, al] Protes~ of much moment to New Yorkers, and of ‘tant missionary workin that country has
interest to all as regards public health, is been commenced and “carried ‘forward
"raised by the item of news’ in the same within seventy-five years. To-day it conpaper poticing the. negligence of certain | tains not less than 450,000 Protestant na-.
we
collectors. A man'is published| tive Christians... The increase iS now
“a8 having been ‘missed - Tong his home -about, 9,000 per year, This, gratifying re-

simplicity should"be +* the key-note, of all

funeral services.

own cuyaeny,

Siraplicity ini the coffin

and children's children. of

those he
blest will tell the story of his labors in India,” while the redeemed in
fangement of flowers that loving hands|"
beaven will shout the praises of that gosmay bring, in the words that are spoken
pel they first heard from his Tips. His
over the mortal remains.” The Weekly place and name in the heaven of Gol is

‘and the shroud, in

the

measure

and ar-

¥ “The Vt. Y. M. convened at Moe's

River,

P. Q., Sept.9, and held over the Sabbath.
Notwithstanding ‘the mistake the clerk
had made concerning the time of holding

What is he to build?

First,

Men.

It

better to bulld men than to build a

is

State.

It is easter
to destroy men than to build
Second, To build the church. Not
them.
|; n any narrow or sectarian sense,but in the
broad sense. There is no force like the
in
gospel to build. He who succeeds

the meeting, as appeared in the Star, he
had suflicient notice of the mistake to inwould be glad if, with a few exceptions, fixed heyond the need and reach
of hu- form the ministers and delegates in the Y. building one Apostolic ‘church does &
the addresses on funeral occasions should man aid, and yet two reasons
of mighty M. and to extend the notice somewhat be- grander work than Napoleon or Grant.
be done away with _ altogether. We are force remain for erecting
a suitable ‘'mon- yond. "Quite a large number of ministers The object.of the minister is to push out
encouraged to see this’ subject receiving
and delegates were present. ‘The weather |” the lines 4nd gather from» the world into
‘nment by his resting place.
the attention which it deserves. Costly
1. His humble, earnést, persevering ‘was delightful, the surrounding country ‘the church. While, other influences, the
funerals are more thaw’ merely ‘a vanity.
work, his peculiar, relation to the denomi- beautiful, and the church fully, prepared to school, ete, are ‘doing nobly, the gospel is.
nation and its missions, as well as his per-. entertain the company.
the great power in building men. When &
Conference was. eafled to: order Thurs- man Jeels the gospel commission * Go ye
is said in certain quarters of sonal / character and piety déserve a
since September 1; a young man’s death}: sult has been r hed in the face of many roles MuciT
from the effects of a blow he Teceived obstacles. Hinduism is the most *‘omniy- the civilized heathen, even of human: suitable expression of appreciation and day P. M., by Rév. M. “Atwood, Assistant | i nto all the world,” he has a power within
lands regard which cannot be properly express- Moderator of last year. After dev ational himself.
«rom a basé-ball some years ago; a sum- | orous” of all religions; It has absorbed itariait, institutions found in
nary of losses by fires inthe metropolitan Buddhism, Mohammedanism and numer- long before the advent of Christianity. ed without it. How much regard can) exercises the usual ‘business was transact | The central thought of the text is to edi- |
«city daring the
of August; a com. ous, other isms, although they were: con- Of course, this sort of talk isn't worth. re- really bé felt for a friend of his work by ed. The following officers were chosen: | fy. How is this to be done? By building

“.of suicide;

Ce.

pu

marfiage of “a prominent

sidered heretical when they firs{ appeared.

It is got a’ unique, but a complex religion.
It contaiis nota

of ‘gard all living beings as sacred. How
systems, and ey: them atheism Is the scrupulously théy obey the mandates of

man; a new. electric. light exEvery one of these | pp

hibited; ete., efe,

Lo
yy

Fy

system

but 4 group

futing, Tire is, however; some ground
for the supposition that the Hindus re-

| their religion by refraining from

killing

:

H, Lyster ; ‘Asst.
those who refuse even a single dollar in Moderator, Rev. W.
Moderator,"M. Atwood; Clerk,O. Roys;
testimony of such estimation, and ‘what
Asst. Clerk, H. Lockhart; Froshayers Bras
will the world think of that, missionary
D. B. Giles. ,
spirit which neglects the grave of a pioneer|: <The Conference listened, with interest to
missionary ? Hi
;
L
{the reports of our delegates to other bodi

Sis

ue

5

.

a

8

.

9.

| on

Choisy,

| man lay
Christ.”

“Other.

foundation

than thaf
js laid, whicki

can

is

DO

Jesus

One must dig below the rubbish

of the world and ‘build upofy the ¢.rock.’
Many dre building with *“hay, wood and

| stubble. "By

the truth of God as
9

i

H

pany of colored visitors from Virginia

_veviewed by the Mayor ; regarding a case

2%

TE

NEY

i

RAR

mn

He

=

In the view of some we are not & nation,

a

found in “the same
same

A

de3

3

and adulterers. | systematic cruelty practiced on animals by | our missionary father's labors and instruc- | tional Conference
of Vt; Der. L.p, Bick. ~
tions would ‘be repeated to thousands, | ford from the Mass, & RT
.M; Ag
human nature and our civilization ; to ap- | ggived by those’ in America who seek to | for Which it is. difficult -to. account. We ‘thus stimulating others to the great work.
| Drew from the N, 11, vy. M,, ya Rev. T.
preciate even the crude, if it contains the white-wash the religions ‘of India, and also learn. from the same source (an How earnestly he desired the prosecution P, Moulton from Iowa, ~

. Bag-All communications designed for publication
should be addressed to the Editor, and all letters
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the power of learning, eloquence or logic.
is God's truth. The pow-’
of the spirit,” the Word
mason uses the trowel
the preacher uses the

Sunday-school

were

the stone and sling alone, but with God as
* the power that should gain for him the
victory. The Holy Ghost, the spirit with:

making

All things

i

to build manhood

s

Sunday-school

literature

Eastern.

>

Maine.

TUESDAY.
The Tristees met at 9, a. M., and con" tinued in session during most of the day.
Reports from the work undertaken dur-

Society.

| MRS, LYDIA E. PINKHAM,

N. Y.,church had been greatly assisted and

united in their choice of a pastor aud ready

The

that more than double the usual amount of
There

and management of the Association.
The
Auditing committee after subjecting the

New Hampshire.
Rev. D. Watdrman is at liberty to corresportd withany church that desires to obtain a_
pastor. Address, Laconia, N.H.

Treasurer's books te a rigid examination,
only correct,

mirably well kept.

but-ad-

The Association

has

Rhode

Island.

reason to he grateful for the efficient work
‘of Bro. Hilton.
¥

' Rev. George W. Wallace died at the Butler
Asylumin Providence on the 11th inst., aged

t7, P. M., met for a season
of prayer.
Many prayers were offered and -the spirit
seemed present in all hearts.
At 7.30, pr.
M., the annual sermon was preached
by

66 years.-

Some

very appropriate remarks.

He

spoke -of the recent General
Conference;
the prosperity of the denomination;
the
‘increase-of education and the fact that education had not lessened,but had increased
the piety
and
devotion “of the “whole
church, both ministers and
people.
Bro.
Linderman

chose as his text Isaiah 52:

Theme, The ‘world for Christ.

10.

The speak--

er began hy saying the figurative expres. sion of the ‘text refers to the power of God.

He then glanced
Joseph,

briefly at

the

Esther, the Hebrew

- . Daniel as examples of the
. God means

history

children,

power

of
and

of God.

that the religion of Christ shall

be universal. Christ gave the commission, * Go ye into all the world and preach

The

progress.

jour

perity of nations to their “love for this
book.
The moving of the Divine arm can

not be misunderstood.in the history of na-

are not

learning

only

our

The

hut to love our Bible and

ligion.

He Spoke also of the increase

our

power

re-

of

of ‘the

unusually

large number of delegates are present
results.

has

Lisbon

been

there

Any

B.

Toombs,

one

of

the

-pioneer

~ Quarterly Fleeting.

and

be one of good

J. H. Durkee, Cor. Sec.

Surely

week at the age of 80 years.
The infirmities of
age have for many years shut him ‘out from
public life.
He was found
dead
in
his
bed, and the surroundings gave evidence of
neglect from those who received very different treatment from him; dufing their years of
helplessness.
He rests at last in a better land.

«Christ.
no
4
There'wasa large congregation present,
and all seemed to enjoy listening to the

the meeting promises to

baptism.

preachers of the Grand Rapids Q. M., died last

reference
to the fact that he had but just
" come into the Association and to his réadiness to co-operate in all its work for

An

During the time he

Rev. A.

Sunday-school was also referred to as a
factor in the work.
Bro. L. closed with a

“preaching of the Word.

’

+o

- Oorporators’ Meeting.
‘Fhemeeting of the Corporaters of the
Printipg. Establishment was held last
The meeting continued nearly three

days, and some

of the

action

was impor-

Thereportof the Treasurer showed

tant.

. shat the receipts were less than last year,
and so were the “expenses. The-seduced

price of the Star did’ not result in:such an

was
rease of the subscription list“as
ing
hoped, though there has been a small inorease.

It

was “found that the appropriation of

$1,800 to the benevolent societies had been

paid from the profits of the business, and
there was enough left to allowof another
appropriation of $500 to Foreign Missions,

-

"$500 to Home Missions and $2060 to Education, hid then pay the entire expenses of
an agent (mot yet appointed)
who shall

travel through the denomination and give

himself to the work of increasing the circulation'and sale of our publications.
It was agreed that hereafter the gen-

eral policy of th€ Establishment shall be to
: appropriate

the

profits

to

the

and general debility,

most mild, bland,

nutritious

and

form

Many a useful

life has been saved to the

. world by’the prompt use of Dr. N. G., White’s

Meeting

Books.

Notices.

L1sBON

Q. M.—Held its last session with the

church at

Whitefield and we triist was

a very

profitable session. Most of the churches were
represented by delegates.

Any church wishing

session will

to entertain

the ‘next

please notify the clerk at the

liest convenience.

rr

ear-

a

Sabbath-

improve.

ship, mainly.
and

The social meetings were inter-

spiritual,’ The :people

seemed

re-

solved
to arise and build Zion’s walls whether
politics go up or down. Tpe preaching was
appropriate and impressive
particularly on
the Sabbath by Révs. Hutchins and Butts,
Next session with the church in Kingtield,
2nd Sat. in Dec.

|.

RIPLEY
the Union

.
‘
‘Jas. P. LONGLEY, Clerk.

Q. M.--Held its. August session with
church. The Rex. D. A, Tucker was,

Moderator. The churches all represented by
delegates or letter. The preaching was done
4 the Revs. D, A. Tucker, M. R. Mckee and

m. Tucker. ;The Revs. Wm. and D. A.
Tucker and:Bro. G. W, Webster were appoint~
ed Cor. Mess. to the Dearbqurn Q. M.
A children’s meeung was held Sunday afternoon,
conducted by the-Rev. D, A. Tucker. .

Next session with the, Zion

could

Miss Lucy Dodge.

The

Annual

meeting

1tf

TON? (C. C. Coffin).

poplar

A

officers

church,

com-

mencing on Friday, Nov. 26, at 2, ». M. .
as
E. C. WILLIAMS, Clerk.

Lo

present from

the churches.

The business

MRS. J. A. LOWELL,

Address VOLTAIC BELT

NEW

DURHASE(N. I.) Q. M.=Held

last session with the Gonic
' dance good and nearly all the

Second

Strafford

—L G

Rev. E.

of the

Epsom

church

and

;

seems to be the right man in the right place.
Rev. S.C. Kimball, has taken the pastorate of

‘the Barrington church, and reports ninety in
the Sabbath-school.
The license of Bro. W,
| W. Browne was renewed for one year, also. at

the May session the licenses of Bros. E. E.
Willey und Geo. O. Wiggin were rengwed for

one vear.

Rey,

I.

N. Fernald

was

'

END

Linsley,

Lena, Ill.

8 Page

OPI

ings to look

over

‘their

SabbatbjSchool

braries and send a list of the

donate for the )ibrary for

the

books

they.

li

can

Deerfield Sah-

bath-school, to the pastor, Rev. O. Pitts, Deer-

by different schools.

The Q. Ms. assigned two

churches, Barrington, P, Chesley, and E. E.
Willey; Barnstead, Mission Committees; Bow
Lake,Jd. 8, Neal,N. A. "Avery, Chichester,
Mission Committee; Cangan, E. G. York, L.

Floral

September

Bi

Pitts, Mr. Albert H.

.).

F. Conrad, of

Glenwood,

=

and all Skin Diséases.

Mich.

with

Covers

:

Ferns,

and edges

;

13tl15eow

IBLE GOMMENTATO
ents Wanted for the NT

I

* Area symptom of Jaundice,
Dyspepsia, Constipation, Biliousness,and LiverComplaint.

Co., 66 N. 4th St, Philadel’s, Pa,

\— THRE MQST

3

|

235 South Third St., Philadelphis.

26134

Worcester Academy, Worcester, Mass,
Young

Hon.

men

wantinga

libe:

education

are

JIAND

ROBERT RAIKES.

re-

Pa/,

and

30
M.

* Founder

possession of Maj.

a)

“to”

BESTL of GARFIELD 5

£# litical
GET THE
Charts,

and HANCOCK; Pos
photographs, Medals. I<)
2]
Address
for
Agency,
D. L.-GUENSEY, #
|
¢ 61 Cormhill,
eston, ‘Mass; and OCon=- w
cord;

1780.

Gén. Raikes, London,

C. C. Goss, 97 Varick St., New York.
Officially recognized by thé London
School Union, and 8. 8, workers of Great
and circulated ther among thé various
Schools.
iF Bg
Endorsed by the ekding ’ clergymen
pd commended by them 10 the
York
hs
2 jhils coumiey.
A
‘Size,

Printed

on

plate. pa

inches =the only large: steel Ln Pr

nagers,
New Eng. Gen'l
608 WASHINGTON ST., BOSTON.

«

Sunday Schools,

.

This portrait has been produced at a cost of
$500, from the original Painting by Romney,
.

‘HUNT: BROS.

ow

of

"STANDARD MEMORIAL PORTRAIT. .........
LINE
AND
STIPPLE
STEEL
ENGRAVING.

The above well-known Pianos are uncqualled in
s which cannot fail to
of styles, at
variety
3 Send for Cataloguts
y id
suit. EA

J,

Miss

3

'HAZELTON,
"HAINES,
BILLINGS.

|,

Magoon,
Sherman

Joseph

Rub

it ine well with Lhe hand.
Sold by all druggists. Price 25 and 50c per bottle

BosToN

days. To freight charges.
R. 8, HARTZELL & 00.
Address,

and Mrs. Phebe L. McIntire. -

Diana Mordan,of W.

New

Furnighes the best of instruction in two departments—Classical and English.
Expenses $
a

. In Willett, at the house ol the bride’s rather,
Aug. 28, 1880, by Rev. A. B. Loomis, Mr. Albert
H. Church, of Triangle, N. Y., and Miss Lillie A.
Sternburgh of W., “Also by the same, in Willett,
at the house of the bride's father, Aug.29, Mr,
James

the

$15 to $20

in the Con-

quested, whatever their circuristintes, to apply to
‘Bm25
N. LEAVENWORTH,A. M , Principal.

by Dr.
William

N. Rich,

Album

ove-

In Candia, N. H., Sept. 16, at the residence of W.

Dearborn

of

Stove-Pipe ever offered to Has?
1 5:0n4 Agent mads 144.67
in ten

of Chester, lowa, and Mrs. Sarah B. Blaisdell, of
So. Strafford, Vt.

J. Dudley, by Rev.

Corns,

Aid varying from $30to $50 may be had,
Too ‘ding
ing to need, merit and order of application.

Hill and Miss Dora

Ulcers,
Scalds

WARRANTED

Strain,

AGENTS WANTED FOR THE

Batchelder, both of Raymond, N. H.
»
Ju Nassau, N, Y., Sept. 15, by Rey. 1. B. Cole. '
man, Mr.’W m. A. Cole and Miss Katie L. Turner,
both of N.
bo

In Grinnell, Iowa, Sept. &
President of fowa college, Mr.

Autograph

BRADLEY, GARRETSON &

L,Y

by ‘Rey

Bruises,

Galls,

Embodies best results of latest research. Bright and readable, 475 Illurtrations. Many new features. Sells to all
classes. Low in price (Only $8.75.) Extra terms.

I Wicker—N,

16,° 1880,

Wounds,

if HABIT CURED at home, privately,
| at low rates
1,000’ cured in 10
years.
Don’t fail to write DR. MARSH:

Quincy,

Ls

Deerfield

for

is always a

:
Hann,

Music

cure

‘elegantly gilded, also 47 select quotations; all for
15 cents, postpaid. Stamps
taken, agents wanted.
4teow:
G. W. Bocemsdes, West Haven, Ct.

Married

n

Students

' Birds, Lilies, Scrolls &c..

and preached the Word. Collection, $12.35.
Other sermons were by Rev's.E. Tattle, C.
In Saco, June 26, 1880, by
Revs T. Stevens,
Mr.
W. Dealtry W. 3. Packard, L. H. Winslow
and E. W. Ricker. The session was barmoni- | Charles L.. Golthwait and ‘Miss Fanay Stevens,
both
ot
Saco,
Me,
September1st,
1850
Mr.
Luther
obs and profitable. The Beertfield church havHilton and Miss Clara G. Prescott, both of
ing lost their Sabhath-school library when their D.
Acton, Me. |
pa
meeting-house was burned, itis the desire of
this church and the request of the Quarterly
Meeting for pastors, of the Quartefly; Meet-

or Music.

TRADE.

4134

Vt.

“opmpnd

to

Co., 409 Wash17t35

Calendar

BRANCHES FREE.
E. TOURIJEE,

~

A H Milliken, West Derby

New

Conservatory

sure

Burns,
Cuts,

‘servatory Course can pursi¢ ALL EXGLISH

¥ D Tasker, Ex Dixmont, Me.

present

for our

HARDWARE

Sprains,

Send for circulars.

per quarterin classes.

Mrs J A Lowell, Danville, N. HY
I Harrington,
Apponaug. R. 1.

|

4

Send for circular and terms. to the

England

PHILADELPHIA PA.
FOR SALE BY

For Man and Beast.

graduate from the Telogfrarh
Hampton Commercial College,

Twombly Knitting Machine
ington St.. Boston, Mass.

, BY MAIL.
AD

Prices re-

National Publishing Co., Phila-

variety-of fancy work, for which there

ready market.

Brink-H

Books Forwaraed.

Bibles.

SS

HENRY
&
JORNGON'S
ARNICA® OIL
ILINIMENT

Fagtest-

nitting
Machine
ever invented.
Will
knit a pair of stockings with HEEL and TOE
complete, in 20 minutes. It will also knita great

Clarke=J Coffrin—HA Chandler—J 8 Davis

J Small—R Scott—F D. Tagker—J
M. Rich. >

Books and

and

THE

AGENTS WANTED, Eiviuess i

a

A Pattis—F A Palmer—G S Ricker—A M Richardson—-J N Rand—J Smith—G Story—E B Swart—E

port thirty five additions by baptism during the
dartef. Rev, N.. A. Avery, a. graduate of
‘Bates Theological School, has recently been

7bg

EVERYWHERE

—~Douchy & Co—C W, Dodge—B H Fish—C W
Foster—D Fish—=C C Ford—J H Greeley—J H
Green—D W Gammon—C K
Green—D Harrington
P Hugg—M 8 Hall--8 B Hanson—J 8S Harrington
—L
Jones—F Knickerbocker—S 8 Lewis—J A
Lowell—L H Litchfield—L Malvern—W H Moore
L Mayhew—M McKim—-G W Mayhew—H Merritt
~J C Osgood—A W Poston—N
Potter—E' Perkine—L H Page—T E Peden—O M Parkinson—A

its

Tuttle, pastor, has greatly improved and
repajied its meeting house. Northwood church
ev. C. L. Pinkbam, pastor, is repairing and
enlarging its parsonage. Seven churches re-

settledas pastor

Brande—S8

ESAS ANE NAS RAVE NO ARN SRA

ENTERPRISE MANUFG.CO

cinnatiy Ou

for the Best

. New Hampton, N. H.

Bacon—E L Banks—O C Barrows—C F Chase—W
G Campbell~A J Cole—B Carpenter—W G Clarke

church, .Attenchurches repre-”

church,

Ball—-A G

FORSEEDING
AND EXTRACTING JUICE
FROM ALLFRUITSajo BERRIES.
EVERY FAMILY NEEDS ONE.

Telearaply Tauglt!

‘ Money Letters Received.
H

>

GQq,

Blymyer Manufacturing Cosy

Skilled operators
Department, New

INE &JELLY PRESS

~

Church, School, Fire-alarm, Fine-toned, low-priced, warrant
red. Catalogue with 1500testimonials, prices, ete., sent free,

per cent.
a.

52120

-

CO., Marshall, Miche

BELLS.
Selling Pictorial

Nod
.,
CO

on 30 Days’ Trial our

vyMYERMFE

duced 33
delphia,

post-paid.

TT

FR

1vl

WANTED

$3, by mail,

and

CINCINNATI, OHIO.

VANDUZEN & TIFT, Cincinnati, O.

AGENTS

OF SINGING,’

Or 805 Broadway, N. Y.

Schools, ¥ire Alarms, Farms, etc.
FULLY
WARRANTED.
Catalogue, seis, Free.

e Com-

REI

most

BUCKEYE
BELL FOUNDRY
Bells of Pure Copper and Tin for Churches,

2

in cloth,

«
RCH
JOHN CHU

1yll

Cor. Sec.

Oho.

J Arneill—G

Price,

Tllustrat-

Registrar.

Price, bound

For the price of two or three 1es=
sons, you can have ¥. W. Root’s

FA

Complete outfit 50c.

end

The old. .

-

“SCHOOL

Chicago.

WW. L. DEAN,
We

by
R
Rev. €. A. Gleason, 224 Galliger St., Springfield,

|.

~

and COMPOSITION
progressive that it

aperfect vocal method on anew plan,
a large collection of beautiful songs.

ELECTRO-VOLTAICBELTS, BANDS,
Suspensories, Trusses,
and other appliances, to those
ering from
Nervous Debility,
knesses, or
Bl | Lost Vitality from any cause; orto
those athicted with Rheumatism,
B¥ Paralysis, Dyspepsia, Liver or Kid7
ney troubles, etc., ete. ; or Ruptures.
Speedy cures guaranteed.
Our Illustrated Pamphlet Free.

Cor. Sec.

Rev. S. D. Bates, Treasurer Ohio
munion Baptist Association, Marion, O!

the Apalachin - church,
G. W. MAYHEW, Clerk.

wag harmonious, the reports from the chureh-- -predchers to each church to assist in revival
the coming fall and winter; the time
es were encouraging, and we think ft was a meetings
of holding the meetings to be- left with the
success throughout. Owing to a mistake that

ment and increased circulation of our.
took place,our ministers werescarce,Bro. M. M,
. publications.
©
Jit
Dodge being the only one present, but his ser"There is a fair prospect of closing a sat< mons were: well received and the people all
iy
isfactory bargain with the publishers of a went away full of the Holy Spivit,

(3t38)

meet-

>
vi bel
mr
”
:
field Center, N. H. Send a list at once, then
NoBLE Q. M,—Held its last séssion Aug. 20— Bro. Pitts can examine the diferent lists, and
23, with the Defiance church. « A full delegation” notify you, so that duplicates will not be sent

was

MRS, J. A. LOWELL,

SINGE

FOR
THE
LIBERAT. EDUCATION
OF
WOMEN.
Examination for entrance, Sept. 15th.
Catalogués
sent on application to
g

9t70

STUDENTS.

¢ Palmer’s Theory of Music’ makes

$1.00 by mail.”

VASSAR
COLLECE.
POUGHKEEPSIE, N.YY,,

Som-

C.

Is the ONLY work that teaches

it clear as the sunlight.

Important proof-

Garfield.

D.

may be called a SELF-INSTRUCTOR.

Extra terms to Agents. Address
4t36
~
JAMES H. EARLE, Boston, Mass.

and the transaction of any other business

tht may ¢gome before it, will be beld in the

Gen.

:

| befogged systems are too complicated to be practi-

Admitted to be ‘the

and Tsinasng

sheets read by

The Home Mission Society.
The next #hnual meeting of the Freewill Baptist Home Mission Society, for the election of

The minutes of lust meet:

with

"|
THE Sov-

man in the country to write it.”

ed, authentic

Freewill Baptist church on Somerset St.
E. W. RICKER, Secretary.
Dover, N. H., Sept. 14, 1880.
(3t33)

iastil

next

*

| GEN- JAS. A. CARFIELD |
Baptist. By the famous war correspondent, *¢ CARLE =

of 1the Freewill

MUSIC

THOROUGH BASS, HARMONY
In a manner so simple and

Jaren

Street,

in

be held

“THEORY OF MUSIC

95 cents each, if sent by mail.

73 Randolph

talent

PALMER'S

76 East Ninth Stre¢t, New York.

church, commencing
Friday
evening, Oct. 8.
Opening sermon by Wm. Risner.
\
’
. EE. O. DICKINSON, Clerk.
. Anniversary Convention will be held at Boston,
Mass., Oct. 13, 1830, at 11 o’clock, A.M. in the

ing were read by thewsecretary, who proceeded
to make some very interesting remarks, after
which the president read an able essay showing forth the wants of the mission.
It is earnestly desired that our sisters
will make a
ing,
4 Rext session
Oct, 22--24,

3

BICLOW & MAIN,

into the churches the idea of appointing such
MINISTERS’ INSTITUTE GENESEE Q.”M. (Mich.) :
delegates to our Q. Ms. as would attend, thus
8. C. Currier, The door into the visible ehurch ; G:°
saving much perplexity.
A rich feast was enH.
Howard, "Ministerial Courtesy; N.. H. Farr,
joved by all that were :there.
God was there
Sermon, Relative obligation of pastor and pedple
filling each heart with bis love, and we could
to each other; E. M. Corey, The atonement in its
exclaim, ** It is good to be here,”
The Owego
relation to Divine Law; S. A. Comstock, What is
(South Apalachin) church requested the ordiJustification and how obtained ? E. J. Doyle, What
nation of their pastor, Bro. Milo- W.. Dodge.
is Sanctification and how obtained ¢ 0. Koyle,
Exposition of John 14:12; Geo. Chaplin, Are the
A committee, consisting of Bro. B. Cogswell,
dead
conscious between death and the resurrecJ. H. Greene and S. Lent were appointed to
tion? b. Wheeler, The inspiration of the Secripexamine Bro. Dodge, and have him show
tures; B.M. Butler, Exposition Eph. 4:5; L. L.
forth his reasons why God bath called him to
Andrus, Opportunities of Freewill Baptists in
the ministry.
After a careful examination,
Northern Michigan ; George Bullock, The exercise
consisting of a call to the ministry, his capabilof reason with regard to religion; J. Tree, Is faith
ity to teach, his. knowledge of theology and
a faculty of the human mind
or the gitt of God ?
A.J. Kalar, Love as a law.
church polity in general, to all which Bro.
Sesgion begins Oct. 14, 1880, at 2 P. M.
Dodge gave satisfactory answers, he was recJOHN TREE,
1]
ommended to thie Q. M. as a suitable perSon.| =,: ah ha
Com.
GEO. BULLOCK, §
for ordination.
The Conference adopted this
{2UBN)
’
report and accepted Bro. Dodge for ordination;
:,
Ase
:
An ordaining council wasappointed, consistY
Post-Office Addresses.
fg
ing of Revs. J. HH. Greene, S. F. Matthews and
«C A. Hilton, Treasurer, North Parma, N. Y. to
Calvin Dodge, fo meet with the Owego
(3.
whom all missicn money “within the bounds of the
Apalachin) church and ordgin Bro. Dodge.
Captral Association shouldbe sent.
52,
.Miss Lura A. Mains, Batavia, Mich.
(25t)
The Owego Q. M. Woman’s Mission Society
REV.
E.
N.
FERNALD
(to
whom
all
contributiens’
held in connectionAvith
this Session was- called
from the churches for our Benevolent Societies should
to order by the president, Mrs. G.
WW. Mayhe sent) Lewiston, Me.
52t
hew:. After some. preliminary remarks, singing
All monev contributed for the Mame State Mission should be sent to Rufus Deering, Portland,"
by chbir, reading of the Scriptures and prayer
Me.
§
25622)
a very striking and suitable poem was read by

sented.

JOEL SPOONER, Clerk.

ANSON (Me.) Q. M.—Held its last session at
Starks, Sept. 10—12, As our business is done at
the June session, the time was devoted to woresting

we

that

per dozen ;-

°

There will be a meeting df-the Managers of the
"» OWEGO Q.M.—Held
its last .session with |
Woman’s Missionary Soviety in the Somerset St.
the Windham
Center church.
The churchchurch, Boston, Mass., Wednesday, Oct. 13, 1880,
es were not as fully represented us they
at 11 o’clock, A. M.
2

We wish

FOR

-

Price, $7.50

J. 8. HARRINGTON, Clerk.
(Mich)Q. M. with the South Salem

(3t38)

should have been.

assure us

medical

Rochester, N. Y.

¢

USE

Teachers

RECORD:

This Great Ndtural Remedy is for Sale by

‘cable.

Wide-awake

THE

H.H. WARNER, & CO.,

~ Societies this Season.

Hotices and Appointments.

Troubles

for one moment in comparason with it.”
—C. A. Harvey, D. D., Washington,

In Your Classes and Musical

Pulmonary Elixir. When sensible of having
taken Cold, commence at once takingwthe
Elixir according to directions on the bottle, and
you will soon be well.
we

Urinary

TRY IT AND TAKE NO OTHER.

The Sovereign

in Consumption
and death,

BOTTLE!

Druggists in all Parts of the World.

Sold by Druggists.

-

unless some means to Pleyel are employed at
once.

Boston,
4

the.country.”—New York
World.
*“ No Remedy heretofore discovered can

Compound is unsurpassed.
a
ydia E.
kham’s Vegetable Compound

La

A bad Cold will run its course of about_ten"
days, and may end

for®

at once g

x

ments from some of the highest

GEO. C. GOODWIN & CO., Boston, General Agen

1y6.

Way of Treating a Bad Cold.
_

harvest

Apply

- «Tt saved ‘my life.”
:
—E. B. Lakely, Selma, Ala.
“Ttis the remedy that will cure the many diseases peculiar to women.”— Mother's Magzine.
“It has passed severe tests and won endorse-

rs, Pinkham freely answers alllettersof inquiry.
Send for ge hlets. Address as above.
No family
should be without
Lydia E. Pinkham’s
LIVER PILLS. They cure Constipation, Bilious.
ness, and Torpidity of the Liver.
2) cts. per box,

oil, and the most delicate stomach will not reject
it. For sale by all druggists, and E. H. TRUEX,
etl

rich

Cornhill,

sd

READ

No, 233 Western Avenue, Lynn. Mass,

in which

:

‘a

A

ney, Liver and

Price, St. - Six Bottles to one address, $5..

The

this Jelly than by double the quantity of the liquid
Platt St., New York.

and

Best everd

of both Male and Female.

| is prepared at tire proprietorsiaboratory.

:tubercular

Cod Liver Oil can be used, and with more benefit
gecured to the patient by a single teaspoonful of

of meeting.
OAKLAND

about two years,

special etfort to be present at our

week, and twelve of the Board were pres-

ent.

86X,
;

HILLSDALE Q. M. with the Rome church. opening sermon Friday evening, Oct. 8th., by Rev. J.
SH Walrath.: Parties coming by K.
R. will be
met at Clayton, on Friday, and taken to the place

have
placed within its walls all of the necessary fixtures and furniture and a fine organ.
They have to interest the congregation every
Sabbath, Rev. W. U. Edwards as pastor, Miss
Sally Lafferty as organist, Horace Howlett as
chorister, each of whom would be a success in
any society, and a first-class choir . which
discourses excellent music for the congregation, and to complete all they have
just
graced its steeple . with a new church bell.
And to cap the “climax” the society is all ;out
-| of debt. Truly, the ‘Lord has blessed them,

one wishing to correspond with him will find
him at Lishon for several weeks, to come.
The
Lisbon church would also like to correspond
with somé efficient man with a view of obtaining his services,
Address, Dr. 8. J. Koon,
Lisbon, Mich.
.

work of spreading the gospel and of the de“The

ordinance of

decided upon his future field of labor.

nnseltish consecration of the church to the
~¢line of sectarianism.

consuiliption, scrofula

Quarterly

dious wood and horse sheds adjacent, and-#lso

the church has attained the highest prosperity
it hag ever known. Bro. Freeman has not yet

and

customs

the

church.

nations

language

in

ate of two and a half years with the

tions. Epgland and America are exam-‘ples. The speaker then traced the spread
of the English language8s proof of the ulof the gospel.

faithful

and thriving

been ~ofganizéd

bronchial.
and

_ The Positive Cure

EREIGN is the best of Mr. Palmer’s popular Music

p
Clerk.

and within that time has purchased. a “ site,”
erectéd a nice new church edifice and commo-

God is blessing this church and adding to our
members such as ‘shall be saved, if they hold
“out unto the end. The pastor and people are
well united and pull together for the salvation of precious souls.
Rev. H. M. Freeman is just closing a pastor-

“We can. trite the pros-

timate spread

and

Josnuva Woop, Clerk.

Also a large

Has only

i

York for coughs, colds,

before,

-

and Post

A Positive Remedy for ALL Kid-

THIS PREPARATION RESTORES THE BLOOD TO ITS
NATURAL CONDITION, DIRECTS THE VITAL POWER
ARIGHT, STRENGTHENS THE MUSCLES OF THE UTERUS
AND LIFTS IT INTO PLACE, AND GIVES IT TONE AND
STRENGTH, 80 THAT THE CURE-I8 radical and ene
tire. It strengthens THE BACK AND PELVIC RE.
GION; IT GIVES TONE TO THE WHOLE NERVOUS SYS
TEM; IT RESTORES DISPLACED ORGANS TO THEIR
NATURAL POSITION. THAT FEELING OF BEARING
DOWN, CAUSING PAIN, WEIGHT AND BACKACHE, IS
ALWAYS PERMANENTLY CURED BY ITS USE.
It will, at all times and under all circumstances, act in harmony
the laws that
govern the female'system.
:
!Forthecure of Kidney Complaints of either

Approved by the Academy of Medicine of New

;

school, superintended by Bro. A. A. Lafferty.

Sabbath, Sept. 5, was a very pleasant day
for the Highland
ghurch. Eight happy ones
were willing to follow their
precious Sav-

Bible is making wonderful
There are more Bible readers

than ever before.

wards.

:

QUERU’S COD LIVER OIL JELLY.

Michigan. |

the gospel to every créature.”
The question is often
asked, ‘ What
has
God
wrought?’
Duties
are
ours;
results

. God's.

man

redeemi

AGENTS

Railroad

exclusive territory.

$1.25 PER

For all Female Complaints,

ret St.¢hurch, Boston, Mass.,Oct. 14, 1880, beginminister. Further notice hereafter.
G. F. MOSHER, Rec. Sec.
ning at 20’clock, P.M.
The meeting of the Free Baptist ministers of
(3637) Dover, N. H, Sept. 10, 1880.
Providence and vicinity resumed its sessions
Foreign Mission Society.
on Monday, Sept. 6, and chose officers for the
and may he continue to bless them, Ministers
The annual meeting of the Freewill Baptist
ensuing year. . . During Rev. L. Dexter's paspresent were, Rev. A. Losee, of the French “Foreign Mission Seciety will be held at the Somerset street’ chgreb, in Boston, Mass., on Thurstorate of the Greenwich St. church, of a little. Creek Q. M., and Rev. Shannon, Ellington
day, the fourteenth day of October next, at ten
church,Rev.Jones,
Hamlet church,Rev. Brown,
more than two years, a debt’ of some $8,000
o’clock in the forenoon, for the choice of officers
Dayton church. . All of the churches were
and for the transaction of any other business that.
has been reduced to about $2,060. . . Rev. A. T.
fairly repre-ented and reported good interest,
may, come before the Sociéty.
By order of the
except the Cherry creek church which has no
Sally and wile received a .pleasant greeting
Executive Committee.
>
LINDLEY M.
WEBB, Rec. Sec.
from the Roger Williams ar
and congre- - pastor and is quite discouraged, but hoping
revive | Portland, Me., Sept. 10, 1880.
‘
(3t37)
and. praying
that
the Lord
wit
gation in the social rooms of the church on
them again und set them on their feet. The
Education Soeiety.
Wednesday evening, Sept. 8.
business Conference was done in *a spirit of
The annual meeting of the Free Baptist Educabrotherly ‘love.
The meetings for worship
el Pp
were wonderfully blessed: with the spirit of tion Society, for choice of officers and for the
transaction of such other business as may come
Western.
‘| the Master. Saints were revived and we feel ‘before the meeting, will be held on Wednesday,
«that lasting impressions were made on the unthe thirteenth day of October next, attwo o’clock
Ohio.
converted, All
of the meetings were largely
in the afternoon, at the Somerset St. F. B. church
C. A. BICKFORD, Rec. Sec.
Rev. S. H. Barrett, of Rutland, ia addition attended espegially on the Sabbath which in Boston, Mass.
(3138)
, to his ministerial’and other labors, has .pub- were of unusual interest, notwithstanding ser- | Sept. 16, 1880.
vices elsewhere, Meihbers of other denominalished, on his own expense, 599,500 pages of tions
;
Woman's
Missionary
Society.
testified that they had not enjoyed such a
tract and book matter. During the same time
The annual meeting of the Free Baptist Woman’s
love feast for many years.
Sunday collection
Missionary Society for the election of officers, and
was over $9.00.
.
4
e has also furnished matter, on moral and rethe
transaetion of any’ other business that may
Next session with the Hamlet church, Rev.
igious subjects, for some sixty different papers
come before it, will te held in the Somerset St.
W. U. Edwards to preach the opening serchurch,
Boston, Mass., Wednesday, Oct. 13, 1880,
& magazines.
mon.
W. E. GRISWOLD, Clerk.
at 2 0’clock, P. M,
:

Rev. G. P. Linderman, of Phoenix, N. Y.
The President in introducing the speaker
“made

He was a good

-

LYDIA E. PINKHAM'S
VEGETABLE COMPOUND.

Business Hotues.

brothe

CHAUTAUQUA Q. M.--Held its last - session
with the Cottage church, Catt. Co, N. Y. We
found this church in a very flourishing condition under the pastorship of Rev. Wm. U. Ed-

“future of the-old-Edgeeonth—Q.- Meeting. was
never more hopeful.”
:
:

confidence in -the-work-

the

“Next session at East Andover.
F. M. RICHARDS,

to

support him. The pastor is ihspired -with
hope and zeal, the people are quickened, all of
which promises a better day for Zion. Brethren Burr, Hill, Ridlon, Smith and Colby are
laboring faithfully in their respective fields,
expecting to see the salvation of God.
The

were now -on a permanent foundation.
The interest at Elmira promises large reaccounts, show
* sults. The Treasurer's

exercises

300

of New England.”

v

The most comfortable boot in town is that
with Lyon’s Patent Metallic Heel Stiffeners.

WEARE Q. M.—Held its last session with the
church at East Weare. The preaching by Revs.
Munsey, Parker, Malvern, Drew and Sargent
was exceptionally good and was well received
by the few persons present, Owing to something
beyond the control of the Q. M. the attendance
of eitizens was quite smill.
How to make our
meetings more interesting to the people sheuld
engage our earnest attention. - People seem to
have a wrong impression of the denomination
from some cause, and we should endeavor to
set them right and show'them that we have as
good preaching talent as any denomination.
e think that it is very rarely we have. better
or more interesting speaking at any meeting
than we had hére.
Father Moody gave us a
very interesting talk on the father’s of the denomination. Bro. C. W. Ross, of* E. Weare,
YasSL, licensed; until the annual
session in : May,
a)

Palmer

Harrisburg, Pa., church and the Norwich,

. weported them not

ever been-before.

is hopeful.

A.

During these

FOR

Townshipand

Warner's
Safe
Kidney& Liver
CURE

5

he

tt

Sto D. L. Gcrnesy; Pub., 61
.
| or Concord, N.

E. W. RICKER, Clerk.

~

NEWS
¢ New

© attempted

from New York to labor in the Q. M.
Next session with: Mineral church. Four
dellars wgs collected for Home and Foreign
Mjssions.
. A. GURNEY, Clerk.

T.Ray,

:

foffice Map
{-@ Agents;

WALNUT CREEK (111) Q. M-—Held its fall

in- and sisters have resolved to'become more déon . voted to the cause of the Master than we ha

to the pastorate of the Boothbay church is full
of promise to that church, which has been
without a pastor so long. The people are

—geems-to-be-entire

1y revived,giving praises to God for

grace.

E.

Bick-

term with Kewanee church, Sept, 10—12.
There was nearly a full delégation in attendance, and all the churches reported by letter.
Harmony prevailed throughout.
The gospel
-was preached by Brethren
elt, Ball
and
Lumb.
The last two have recently come

W. E. Clark and W. H. Copass. No additigns
to the church, though Christians were genersl-

the manifest presence

The coming of Rev. F.

Clerk,

The meetings were spiritual and well
A.

Pinkham,

[al

Isaac J. Pirtle,

attended. ' Preaching by Brothers

Nearly all the churches are supplied with
faithful pastors.
Evidences of an invigorating
growtyin the right direction are multiplying.
A deeper interest is being felt in the cause of
Missions, and all along the line, the people
are comingto a higher plane in benevolen
work. - At the last session: of the Q. Meeting a
collection of $15 was taken for the Education

ing.

received.

Wood.

oh
and an
services

:

Prés. Keith, Ephraim Underwood, and Joshua

rison, with a good working church apd flourishing Sunday-school
is striking”
effective
blows for truth and right constantly and persistently.
;
>
Rev. A. Libby writes as follows: .** The out-

which maoy earnest prayers were offered
to God for his “pjessing upon the gather-

mission money has been

consisting ofW, H. Copass,

L.

Next session with Second Strafford church.

|

\

ST. FRANCOIS Co. (Mo.) Q. M.—Held its
last session with the Mine ‘la Motte
church,
commencing Sept. 10, eontinuing to the 12th.
The churches were all reported
by delegation.
Business done with despatch. Bro.. W. H.
_Copass’s license to preach. was renewed.
Re‘solvedby this Q, M. that we build for us @
house of worship’'somewhere in its lifits, A
committee was appointed for the purpose of
collecting funds. for this purpose, committee

belong

-.

look in the Edgecomb Q. Meeting

A

|.

the Sabbath. . . Rev. L. W. Raymond, of Har-

glorious reward. It was a grand and inspiring sermon. Twénty minutes were
then spent in a rich season "6 prayer, in.

encouraging.

<

in his department.

of the Lord inghe focial meetings
creased attendance at the public

Mo.

with

8, KEYES, Clerk.

mencing Friday, Dec, 381, at 2, P. M.
*" °° H. GRAVES,

Rev. W. T. Smith, of Coliss St., Bath, is en-

couraged in his ih

Co:,

Deeriield, C.

ford; Epsom,Ji, W. Ricker, C. L, Plummer;
Farmington, E. W. Ricker, J. C. Osgood; Mil‘tongA. F. Hutchinson, W. W. Browne; New
Durham, E. Tattle, J. C. Osgood;
Northwood, O. Pitts, CsA, Bickford; Nottingham,
0. Pitts, A. F. Hutchinson ; No. Nottingham,
E. Tuttle, W. H. Ward; Pittsfield, N. A. Avery, E. P. Milton; Gonic, E. P. Moulton, C. L.
Plummer; Rochester Village, E, »W. Ricker,
0. Pitts; Bast Rochester, L. H. Winslow, W.
S. Packard; Strafford and Barnstead, A. F.
Boynton, L. H. Winslow;
Second Strafford,
W. H. Ward, E. P. Moujton; Third Strafford,
A. F. Hutchinson, R. McDonald; Walnut
Grove, P. Chesley, W. S. Packard;
West’
Lebanon, A. E. Boynton, L. H. Winslow.

Next session with the church in Lee, com-

~

May God bless Vinal Haven.

its last session

SPRINGFIELD Q. M. Held
its Sept. term
- with the church in Chester, Sept. 8<5. . Rev.
tv J. D. Couliard was present,.and also Bro. E.
L. Wallbridge, a Congregationalist
brother
from Bangor, who aided: us much by their,
timely preaching.
Anjexcellent season was
enjoyed throughout.
°
:

and Churches,

L. is doing a noble work

come these modest workers to receive ‘a

ing the year were very

:

in

respect of all, will not fail in his faithful efforts. Rev. W, H. Littlefield,a member of Bro.
C.’s church, has charge of the largest Sundayschoolin Maine. It numbers nearly 300. Bro.

Christ. How did the Apostles: convert
We must go backto Pentecost bemen?
Let us feel the
fore we can convert men.
dignity of our calling. We occupy the
dram
The
grandest tbrome on earth.
shops, the infidel clubs tear down, but we
quietly
may be working
We
build:
in lanes and obscure places, but by and by
brought up from these hiding places shall

gon,

spared

H. Winslow;

@&. York; Dover, C. L. Pinkham, C. A.

:

Next session with the Walnut Grove church,
on Friday before the 4th Sabbath in Nov.

to his parish. ' Bro. I’, with the confidence and

of

model

the

be

2,800 soals in the town, 2,000 of whom

is

labor

The noblest

after

will

church,

J. R. MYERS, Clerk.

the Clintonville church, Cedar
good meeting was enjoyed.

one;

* Rev. C. Purington, of Vinal Haven; has ‘a
promising field.. Thére is .a population
of

They must be conse-

crated to the work,

of

Tippecanoe

Fr. Scort Q. M.—Held

and readiness for work.

doing

so

our

;

to. that.

in

but

a

Rev. J.-J. Hall, of Biddeford, has returned
from his trip to England in excellent health

Ministers may lose sight of

they lose power.

for

:

arrangements

publication

no pains

=

ate to the glory of Christ. The false minister would make them contribute to his

the true aim for a time,

And

all, SRR

The true minister makes all these contrib:

owa glory.

Quarterly,

for the

Ministers

He is a star, a sun,

and everything must be tributary

expressed desire

the

commencing Friday evening, Oct. 15.

among the very best.

wonderful and glorious as. they all are,
must hold up Jesus.

Next session with

has-been ex-

radical changes will be made in the Lesson

to the great
must be used as’ tributary
The schools, music, etc.,
aim of building.

ill, “4

made

Leaves,

in, must warm and quicken us.

tunes, that

Recognizing the

with

Word of God. . David went out not

with

£3

The mighty force
er is the ‘“ sword
of God. As the
and hammer; so

Book

amined and
approved.
We hope to anpounce the books for sale’in a few weeks,

3:

Hymn

by

mot

is

selves, but strong in God. sIt

am
T

‘

Men go out weak in them-

strumentality.

=

et

Sr

22, "1880. -
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Britain,
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:
of New
Sunday
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R:
Raikes

0 inferio

from the plate.

by

28

X=

|e

bl printe

o Al Sunday Schools and 8. workers. desire it.
rders,
accompanie
dressed to his oft.

Morgan

Dix,

e cas
hs

D, D.,

Rector of Trini

}
may

New York, says, ** I have e

fie

:

a

3

a witha oh:
great
care the portrait of Robert Raikes, issued by
Rev.
C. C. Goss
of this city, and.take pleasure in coms
‘mending
it as a fine specimen
of. Art, and: a ‘very
leasing pletire”
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Where shadows reign, and leafy rest,—
O moss,of all"your dwelling-spots,
s In which ane are you loveliest?

the river with

Their snaky black through humid soil? :

blow,

2

fr

oo

>

he was;

and

his

not tell for his blessed life who did it, unwoodbines break in. .fragrant
less it were the man with the lantern.
“Yoam,
And children laugh, . . and you can hear ‘Dear soul! how strange it was! And 80 it
i
he
rt of Home.
went on for some time; and whenever
ans
hire
the man with the lantern had been seen

:

and everybody

8

knew

he did

Lod DE
said it i) Rubenzahbl, and
some, Pelz- Nickel, and some St. Anthonyon-the-Heath. Now, one stormy night, a
poor sinful creature was wandering
about the streets with her. babe in her

BE
TRE RAR

woven? and when she opened

be
oe

the tray, 1

DY

Hb ,

| A gentleman ‘in Ragoon bought three
| YOURE elephants to send ° England.
They are said to be very ‘athe, cunning
| 20d playful. They know 1t1s wrong to
| Steal paddy(unhusked rice), and though
they know where it is kept they will

not

they will

come

up

"I before

He was

Lucille Clgnton—one

naked,

of

Dean

Stanley

and

his face was like the face ofthe Saviouf on

thé cross.

Selected.

Not a single word did he say

to the popr woman, but looked at her
compassionately, and gave her a loaf of
bread, and took the little babein his arm

Fumualy Circle.

and kissed it. Then the mother looked
7 | up to the great citicifix, but there was no
LEGEND OF ANDERNACH.
image there! and she shrieked and fell
down as if she were dead. And there she
HENRY W. LONGFELLOW,
was found with her child; and a few
« Near the Drachenfels on the Rhine is days after they both
died and were buried
the quaint old town of -Andernagh. One. together in one grave, And nobody
“ofthe prettiest legends of the Rhine at- would have believed her story if a wom.
It is given by Longtaches to this place.
an who lived at the corner had not gone
.
. fellow thus:
‘There was once 3 poor old woman in
Andernach, whose name was Frau Mar-’

tha, and she lived all alone ima house by
ferself, and loved all the saints and the
klessed Virgin, and was good as an angels

_ and sold tarts down the Rheinkrahn.

and seen the figure hang the lantern

a good woman, and never did anyto mass every

morning, and sold tarts by the Rheinkrahn. - Now one dark, windy night, when
all the good Christians in - Andernach

| this country they live to about the Sane

up

books you will read that they live to be

200 and 300 years old.

in its place, and then set the ladder
against the wall, and go up and nail itself to-the cross. Since that night it has
never moved again! Ach! Herr! Je!”
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THE STRAWBERRY AND THE PEACH,

QUEEN VIOTORIA AS MRS. WETTIN.

A FABLE,

¢ What a delicious day
sure,”. said a beautiful,

:

-

‘ At dinner the other night, the conversation lapsed, as it sometimes will lapse
with the best, into questions hardly distinguishable from” conundrums.
A‘ gele-

this is, to be
large, scarlet

strawberry, on-a fine afterncon in July,
as she coyly peeped out from cool,

green leaves.
“lam

brated historian was'present and I. put a

dark

ton

afraid

it is going

to

rain?”

grumbled a luscious peach that was rip-

question to him which I know" has puzzled a great many people at different

ening high up on the wall over the strawberry’s head. .
A
’

began
So she
.

enough.
fagfe:

wo 4

a

ly

d

of the Prince

to pray; and the
bee

driptdd p! 3 riot it

TERRES
cetyl

But what isthe name | rude.

Consort’s

but staggering.

!

ie the inh Foterase ckel

Consort's.

No

“Oh, dear

family? Simple,

one

:

,

the poor straw-

me,” moaned

guessed, and all were wrong. - 1 happen- | ten a piece out of my side!”

ed to’have looked up-the subject a few |

« That’is what comes

+This: book must be accepted

after

this

earthly

pilgrimage, is ended, or

conscious existence

roof,

and the old house has never leaked | readers may perform :

this. blessed day.

a

:

1.

.7o

An

apparently burn water,

fill .a

letyoudn.

death?”
and

That

logical

is the

mind,

* As 800n ns mass was over Frau Mar- | glass lamp with water, and put into it for
L:
Le
:
a
rr:
mrs iat
tha
told theig, pri priest what had happened,
of gum ‘camphor. The
.
appenec, | a wicka piece oth
;
:
she went to market, and told Fran

‘Bridget all about it, and Frau- Bridget
said that two nights before Hans Claus,

ithe cooper, bad heard a great pounding
in his shop, andin the morning found new

flame

is

surrounded

“by the liquid. ' It

hoops on allhis .hegsheads,
and that a | will burn for a long time, If the cam-

"aan

with

a lantern snd a ladder had |phor be ignitedin

been seen ridipg out of town at midnight |

on a donkey
; and tha the same night the
old windmill
at Kloster: St. Thomas bad
been mended, and the old gate in the
churchyard at Feldkirehe. madeas good
ng . new, though nobody knew how the
-

| 2.
| livid,
| colors,
| salt in

a large dish of water,

|
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all

his arguments

You

can’t

have

no

other

the Bradlaugh

tending

and

increased to what you see.

of crickets

though;
from

the
Haw-

feed

them

mostly ; but F give

them

See, in

this

glass

of

little

thousénds

mukes

this

:

state-

the immortality of the

soul

the leisure of approaching winter. We have
not referred to the most interesting and important part-of the volume—that which deals

to

the question

itseif of future existence,

but lexnve it for the reader’s

oat-

green

Ge

®

5

=

ofvn investigation.

er
SL

:

nh

»

globe

worasn;

The

things about

Thoughts

of the

Emperor Marcus Aurelius, a revised and cor-

Ta

the

on

roa

fe

nL

Gea

be Ind pesense sles hn ls country =i
0,

‘humor

the

8

exceedin

-AWmerous

and

in-

apd homely wisdom will make it a:

pleasant and

of her nest, singing joyfully night and
day, ant evidently standing
guard like
aJ
s
:

on

.

ing
Esch of the ee
chapters is illustrated by a quaint, apt picture.
Its

her .com-

another

profitable companion

in

every

household,

hi Each volume . is bound

cricket

Soils at 15 centa

in stout paper, and

Yoo

lay stn

social :phenomena.

Thé

second part of the

‘“ Intimate Life of a Noble German Family,” is
quite as engaging as the first part, and gives us
a most interesting insight into the lives snd
ideas of the Ligher classes of Germans.
The

E
§

careful and valuable ** Reminiscences of Washington ” this time relates to

President Tyler's

administration. Richard, Grant White discoursesof th¢ prevalent habit of drinking in

England, tetming, it ** A National

Vice.”

The

.

interest. Mr. Whittier has a eharacid
’
teristic, beautiful
poem,
‘The
Minister's
Daughter.”
Mr. Aldrich contributes a short

out; and then he lost his: appetite,

| to which they are set is ih
often 80 sweet and
melodious as to exert
| “0 mind.
Brought,a most
out Ingrateful
proper influence:
sHEpY ft
| put « také” wonderfully well with the audi| ence. . 3
-

nT

i

ae

~

:

Portraitof a Painter by Himself,” and “A Trip,

and what followed,” with the usual
poetry. —Littell & Co., Boston.

~

amount of

:
I. K. Funk & Co., N. Y. city, Hive an press

a new

book,

Debts,

and

ehtitled

“ How.

How to Keep

to

iin

Pay Church:

Churches

Out

of

Debt,” by Rev. Sylyanus Stall, A. M.

The

author-has given the

and

subject mueh study,

:

- \ :

the book promises to be of great value to the
thousands of churches to-day burdened with
debt, or struggling to meet current expenses,

MUSIC. *

.

Emerson's Book of Anthems is the title of a
new singing book embracing “a great variety
of music for opening and closing religious ser-

vices.

It is prepared

by L. O, Emerson, and

Like

monious music, fitted to every voice, and appropriate to the sacred sentiment of the words.

It contains more than ninéty pieces.
« The same author. hus prepared and the same

publishers issued a singing book for common

schools and juvenile classes, entitled ~ Song
Bells, Itcontains 216 pages,of which about fifty
.are devoted to the * elements,” thirty-six pages-

to easy and pretty mModies in all the usual

keys, 104 pages to the usual

school songs, in--

cluding some unusually popular one¥, as ** Rlue- .
Alsatian
Mountains,” * Nancy
Lee,”
and:
“Twickenham Kerry,” after which twenty

pages containing sacred music for opening ands
closing. “Graded” singing books are now in use

in a number of cities
and towns, but a generals
Is §
Shae e ory

A

Jae, grea.

wa

thing for thousands of schools that sre but par--

tially graded.

:

Temperance Jewels
lishers..

is from

the same pab--

It is a temperance song book, adgpted+

to use in reform club meetings.and
erings

~~"

7

where

good

temperance

stirring music would be u help.

other
hymns

gath-¥ith

0

It: wus prf

.pured by J. H. Tenney and Rev. E. A, Hofl man, ‘who have been fortunatein theirsefec-)
tions, both’ of words and musie.

Mr. W. O. Perkins is the: author and compiler of the Requiem, a book. of 6d.pages, con=and anniversary day, Many of the poétieale taining about seventy-five hymms adapted to... . .
‘faneral occnsions. The book is neatly bound

. .ou

Tih
Rasta O. Ditsonon && Co Co.
has beentan
often felt.—Boston:
thie
"TheA "Common
Fi ae i blisbers
ol i bl
Sd
ay or
1h TE
ys dened
arrangement of & hundred of so of the: most

approved tunes ind. ymus, aad» l4ige pum =. +

and | The Oriental and Biblical Journal (quar- | ber of chants,
ina small compass
.” It:is & .
book

and

Hawkes; ‘“Influence of the Aboriginal Tribes

the nest, aridI found them dead, side by | — Ancient
side."—New

Journal.

>

ships, Globe; and in the wayof “fiction, * The

Sollegtion Js

family

‘One morning one of them

pote

on“ Great Men, Great Thoughts, and the Environment.”
* Socialistic and other Assassinations,” by Jidmies Henry Haynie, brings together many curious facts for those who study

readable book ; Vol.
1L of the Salon of Madame

| this famous

Jeindle wh fe she is laying Ber eggs.
She
will get in some secluded corner and at-

winute

William James, brother of Henry James, Jr,,
writesa very interesting and thoughtful article

Emerson's previous efforts this is very
succesful in the wayof smooth; correct, har-'

the most interesting and striking

.

and

” by x
Se
Dent a

prise Charies/Kitigsley's The Hermits, a most Mr.

$

tend strictly to business,

55 00 serial Stops

published by O. Ditsoh & Co., Boston.

amber | Necker, taken from docurients that preserved:

I have -watched

iL

Outopsr delaviio

The latest additions to_*.The Standard
Series” (I."K. Funk &Co., New York) com-

will appear soon— pretty, dainty ; Cream- | new beok ‘by Spurgeon, after the style of his
colored-atoms.
The males, by the way, | celebrated *“ John Ploughman’s Talk,” which

do all the singing.

EEE

political article discusses Lhe ** Business Issues. .

ent forix it is much better adapted to its purpose than it wasin the ficst edition. It isagood
book for people to read and think upon during

food,

hominy,

‘meal and lettuce,
and
other
:
»
:
things.
;
:
“Do they increase rapidly P

yo

~-i Finally te-provide-against the contingency
{of “the Presidential CARvaca” “People of mT
of a possible ‘excess of physical force in this cal- |New England
Factory Village” is a paper of
culation, I reduced the actual vis viva required
genuin®

with

ecanary-bird

iy

who has not before made himself conspicuous
in thisimportant field of discussion. In its pres

~

.on

the. author

ment :

that it cannot Be easily set aside. The book is
more ‘noticeable since it comes froin a writer

me, even when they don’t sing: Why, 1
couldn’t live without them;
but I wait

“1

;

od

he indulges in a few startling figures in regard

Te

attention of the scientiststo repair the damages. Referring to Prof. Helmholtz's
#heory
that the force or ‘louduess of a musical tone

Demonstrating

They are the greatest society for

*‘ What do they eat?”

at

writers of stories; and another,
Deodand,”
by W. H. Bishop, author of * Detmold.”
Dr.

on a mathematical basis is something new, but
the attempted demonstration 1s of such force

thorne’s,and Washington Irving's houses.
Is it a wonder that I find their music so
delightful P”
&
“Do you, really?”
N
“Do I? I wouldn't take anything for

with the gréatest impatience
for them
sing.”
>

off

* Health

wick, I. Oppenheim,”
and Francis Ekin Allithe best advantage? is made by the wave- heory. son.
Several important recent books are reto produce a physical and mechanical effect’ by
viewed fn the careful find readable style for
the movement of its legs equal to sixteen thousand million pounds, as there are that many pwhich the Atlantic is distinguished, and the
inch-columns of air to.be thus thrown into vio- Contributor’s
Club contains several bright little
lent tremor by this stridulation, ag certain as
essay s.~—DBoston: Houghton, Mifling & Co.
there is the least basis of truth in
current
theory of sound!
Is jt possible . pw any well
The numbers of The Living Age for the
balanced intellect can really su bscribe to this
inevitable result of thetheory? : I care not how ‘weeks ending September 4th and 11th remuch this calculation is reduced: in reason bekpectively, contain the following articles:
low these figures,—even-if we suppose it to reMarie Antoinette,, Quarterly; The
place of
quire but the one thousandth part of an ounce
of mechanical force to shake this inch-column Socrates in Greek Philosophy, Westminster:
of air for a mile-high, it ‘would still require a A Reindeer Ride through Lapland, Blackwood;
physical moving power. to be exerted by this
Minutes and * The Ship of Fools,” Cornhill ;
‘locust, as any one can demonstrate by a few
Morocco, Good Words; Annie
Keary, Macfigures, of one million pounds!
Is a theory
millan,; Aristotle on Free Will, A Scotch
requiring such manifestly impgssible results
Tutor, and Cannes, Spectator; Farly Friend‘worthy of the nineteenth century$” =
:

Bryant's,

Longfellow’s, Emerson's, Lowell's,

on

actual force it would
take, which reveals the
“Oo
og
' al
.
tantalizing fact, as it must be to Professor Tyn- | FO¢%
Comedy 7" and there are alio Poens by
dall, that an insect which could not stir a half- | Robert ®.ouis Stevenson,
Helen Barron Bost- ounce weight by exercising all its strength to

en. . These are almost all young ones, you
see,” shaking up the gothic cage and
causing them to hop about, ‘‘and not,
more. than half grown.
“Thesé" fellows

descendants

the eontinuation

papers

The editor has some reminiscences of Mrs,
Charles Kean, who recently died in London;

to require-the’

to produce the rapid vibratory motion of a
single inch-colurn of air for a miile high to one
poung a Second, evidently Huth low The

mine sing in winter; that is, not very oit-

are of aristocratic lineage,

.°

Home; ” an article by the art-critic, James.
Jackson Jarves, on “ Modern Italigg Painting
and Painters; ”, and an historic sketch of great
romantic interest, called
A Perished Kernel”

wave-theory, or at least to have given it

Aftepsvards

,One

pleasant;

mous

velocity of this sound, requiring hundreds of
millions of tons pressure.”
= BS

How ‘many?

I suppose.

and

Richardson’s

Florentine a
bore Welblacns suc ot

note of a piccolo flute, thus creating condensations
and
rarefactions
wand . generating
‘heat’ sufficient to add ‘one sizth’ to the

tionof Dot and the Carrier. The - story
filled me with delight, and
1 soon got

vivacious

Dr.

Whatever the conseqiiences
may be, the author
may fairly claim to have undermined this fa-

made to oscillate back and forth a définite distance more than 4,000 times a second by the

so-

:

ary Discovery;” a reew of Bastian’s ** Brain ~~
ds the Organ of Mind;” a shortstery entitled
“An Anonymous Admirer,” which is very, «

accel Bust

“ Thus, the greatest physical philosopher of
the present time can see ‘no deeper into these
beautiful effects than to follow Pythagoras, and
suppose that the inertia of four square milex
of air can be overcome, and all its particles

cial the ericket became on-the reeoncilia-

Oh, somewhat over 300,

WuiveISe

varies with the varying oscillations. of” the,
sounding body, the author says:
:

sects came trooping in swarms up the
glass.
.
‘How came you, to go into‘ cricketculture?” T-asked.

Then there are, A

Talk about Sonnets; ” the “Romance of Liter.

or of n Godless, materisiiin.

such a blow that it: would seem

mites!” and the black and’ shining in-

controversy, are brought to.

_.

mighty scientists as Darwin and Tyndall. He to the homeopathic triturations; and.touches.... . .
~dceordingly attacks the wave-theoryof light, dome other timely topics. The-number is one
of marked interest.—~New York: D. Appleton
on the ground
of a the
on}
oun that the dverthrow
:
¢ Co.

i

crickets I hear so

extraordinary exam.

gether under one head.

thought that ‘all

:

eutiatssimost

much about?” I inquired.
‘In here,” she said, drumming on the
roof of the Little gothic house. ¢* Come
and show yourselves, you stupid little

Fil

caprice in their las bequests ;

by Leslie Stephen, giving the pro and
con of

deducted |_a scientific basis for the

; |-of Evolution

“ No,” looking at the flowers, *¢noth-

some most

of human

two papers, one by Cardinal Manning,
the other

To prove that position, the-author must of
course, overthrow the argliments of such

imagine

company?”
“

are gathered

basis of a conceptiare really substantial entities,

ing that moves and speaks to me.”

““Where are the

predominant

4

There is the

Armor; ?', *“Archmology and

York Leiter in Indiamapols | Ethnology ~~ Musuents}, A beautiful epigram
of the Emperor Augustu,
"

.

-

he

§

+

The Northern and
3

Ain

1)

*

.
1

music, * Ring the Bells for Hancock,” * Loyul. ~

I am a 3Western Union .
* The editor of a newspaper that has wouldn't eata thing, and after three or upon the "Aryan Speech of/India,” by Prof. through and through,”
;
days of mourning his voice grew John Avery; ** Genesis and Abiorgenesis,?? by Telegraph Boy,” “When First I Saw 2
adopted phonetic spelling in a measure, four
husky and both his hind begs dropped off. M..C. Read; “The Discoveries at Nineveh,” | Darlings Fage,” « Don’t Blamé Me,
for I
Didnt.
received a postal card from ‘an old sab-’ ‘1 wish
I knew whetherit was senility or (by W. W. Taylor; “The 'Gan-Eden of | Do It” ete.
»
;
seriber in the country, which read as fol- grief that made his legs’ drop per. Genesis,” by Rev. 0. D. Miller; *Budd-|
The September niimber ‘of The Maioal,
lows: ‘“ I'he tuk your paper for leven haps he shed legs because he couldn't pha’s First Sermon;?” % Editorial Notes: | Herald rsa
nn
variety
shed
tears—at
any
rate
he crawled into | Buddhism and Christiahi€y—4irimm’s Law. | sheet music, articles dn mubical subjects: wi Bi
yeres, but if you kant spe] enney better

‘ae
:
i
vad
Zo change the facés of 4 group ‘toa
deathly whiteness, and to destroy
wet a half teacupfal of common than yd hev been doin for the las to
alcohol, and burn.it on a plate ina | munths you may jes sfoppit.”,

7

—

for thé diiriekso
© peach, and
he did
It Was the mother; I'knew | erly) whose object
give the results of the which will suit the: taste of those who dislike not fly away until he'had bitten a large | Loidvotair.”
by her greater size and different appeur- latest researches in isallto Oriental
lands; to pre- | “jingles” for Sunday-school singing, and who
;
4
10
hole
in
her
round, rosy cheek.
ance. She was dead. The . partner .of |. the latest views in Biblical criticism; from | likejing something more Y; substantial. . The
lamp should not be quite full, and the
A
Lis
light - .
9
her
joys
and
didn't understand
O neighbor Strawberry !” sobbed hey thes} t, 4 stood, sorrows
camphor. maybe left to float tipon the sur-after he had washed his an evangelical standpoint; and to show the weight, and the strong flexible covers, show a =
faceof the water. On touching a light- peach, *‘ my beauty is quite gone. I was "face with his fore paws, and watched for harmony existing ‘between science and revela- bam for hard usage that.willbe appreciat- ed match to the camphor, it shoots up & wrong to reproach you; for now I find herto come ouf; Afieran hour or two | tion has for the contents of its October number, ed, Rev. J. H. Waterbury is the compiler,
and the bok sells. for the ordinary price of 30
clear, steady flame, and seems to sink be- that I was not oiit ‘of the reach of mis- he began to sing cheerily, and* recede to] Acadian’ or’ Sumerian?” by Rev. O. fs
iy
3
ler; ‘Notes on the Confusion of Tong:
the qr side of the
cents;
cage,
and
then
'
fortune
myself
!"—Zarly
Dew.
aplow the surface’ of the ggater, so that the
York) issues, in sheet ..
S SHA. Saalfleld{N¥w_
‘proach agail, as if coaxing or talking her he Light of Moderd Learning,” y’ by by Rev.
bbb
+
O+
ry

and he said it was not Pelz-Nickel, but
* without doubt St. Castor or St. Florian.
Then

i

cation, called ‘ Curiosities of Wills,” in which

is

problem, and to the dis-

entities.”

ing now. ‘ They'll begin to sing in about:
a'month, and keep it up. These are my
months.

the

SN i Ue Watt Files cies one stray | 12 that corner in the roots of that fern, |.
di

3.

;

_an article compiled from a new English pabli:

thingsin Nature which éxist or can form the

+ “I'm sorry, though,” she added, apolo-

sentinel, for the

he

i

Rd

on ‘ The International Tribunals of Egypt;

immortality of the soul if the life and mind
‘should be conclusively shown to be substantial

getically, ‘ that my crickets are not sing-

of living on the | encroaches

h

:

i

conclusion of Judge Morgan’s interestin
g paper

cussion of i the author brings a well-balanced

on

ening
:
; on to
\ her, drove his nippers deep | .. "I am not quite certain,
but I think so.so.
into herijuicy flesh
:
a
.
:
i
y en li dich. “this
They are certainly very fond ; of each othhvias a
be a pose Lat
on er. I watched an old and decrepit coup rid
Pping 2p
Pim
y ple that were ‘housekeeping right down
Wad f th

;

very varied, and all of interest.

out at ples

eternally blotted

domain
he
i
a
ane Peo: anc
orip:
P
ago,
80 TE
I knew that Wi the aname
chamber, mogiths
VEAL
3
dT was | ground,” jeered the peach. ‘Now I am | pounces on-the intruder and drives him | By far the most admirable Cantata for the
‘till the poor woman - was frightened out | Wettin. | Of course no one had heard it up safe on the ‘wall, out of {he way off.”
Sunday-school that. we have ‘ever seen ‘is one
o
recently published by John Church & Co.,
of her wits, and ran to the window to before... Everybody smiledat the horrible of those vile, crawling and creeping | * If he can, I suppose.”
:
Gincinnati.: It is entitled Under the Palms,
hr.
3
idea ‘of the Guelphs
. being Yteduced to things!”
:
call for help.
Then in a moment all was
“Exactly, if he can. If the intruder is and the Scriptural arrangement, sacred songs
4%
4
at
But presently the rain cleared quite
still, death still. But she saw a light |" crtins!,
The Vom.
point was referred
:
1! to Theo
ht * away, and the hot sua came out again strongest and most alert, or best armed, and hymns were written by Hezekiah Butter* streaming through the mist and rain, and | JoTe Mardin.
‘¥ga do guiie
aie
he conquers the father of the family and with, ahd the music by George F. Root. It
Pi
_ a great shadowon the house opposite. Coboht
Weis il i wb iV name of and shone gloriously,
takes charge of the household for him- 1s intended to illustrate the Jewish Feast of
‘Then
a black and yellow wasp, who
Tabernacles after the Captivity, und ‘is espe-And then somebody came down from the |
SURES
in1s
the
family name
; top hor Eos on ladder, #odibad a thé House of Saxony, to whom the do- was roving about looking after a meal ‘self. But I fancy I observe that the dig- cially adapted to church and Spnday-school
nity
of
paternity
and
husbandry,
and
the
sholopE
oo
wo | minion of Saxony came in the year of caught sight of the peach, who was. su
festivals, Floral
- Sunday,
Harvest
- Sunday,
lantern ju'his
hand, and ho took the Iad- | 1420. The King of Saxony, and the minor ning herself against the wall, and with a sense of responsibility, gives to the pro- Christmas, Easter, the’ Sunday-school concert
‘tector of his home unusual courage.”

to

hy
i.

The title is “ All alone.” It Wil]be complete
d:
in two numbers. The articles that
follow are

as an important

went all round her in the dark

1 cate
3
Chr ked v2 O° TG | Wettins ;v or, German,
Wettiner.”
‘the
‘wi
aad
A
use ‘the window was strea
with
.
:
%
‘|
rain. And
in the morning the old brok-{
~~
:
en tiles" were foundscattered “about “the |
OURIOUS THINGS.
=
street, and there. were new ones on the | Here are parlor tricks which our little

ree

3]

.charmiug of all contemporary French
writers,

contribution to the discussion of the grest question of a future life. ‘ Are we destined to live

therefore be

*¢ Yes, Tll

: panion will march up and down in front

:
knew. Allberry,
“ tht nasty, greedy slug has bit-

en
|

early Condition of Society in Europe. The

since science has determined that no substance
in the universe can be annihilated, there must

of her quiet prem-

d the peach was right, for presently eggs that will hatch in the ‘sun. And in
|- times, * What is the surname of the Royal
family?’
¢
Guelph,
of
course.’
That
is
|
there
came on a drenching shower, which this other house,” bringing from an adwho lay under the roof, heard a great
the
usual
answer,
and
it
was
the
histori
m
de
them both glad to hide behind . joining room a box like & bee-hive filled
noise over her head and in her chamber.
an’s.”
I
ventured
to
suggest,
that
alA
sheltering
leaves.
¢
with plants— this is my hatchery. They
Drip! drip! drip! as if the rain were drop--

often Prince

5

|

.

:

whether they are the so-called principles or
forces of Nature .or the atoms of corporeal
bodies, from the highest to the, lowest. And

* were asleep in the feathers, Fran Martha,

she had not been ‘to ‘confession

:

Rebieko,

York: Hall & Co. 1880. 8vo, pp. 524.°

loosely fashioned; dark-blue eyes light‘ing the face and turbulently brown hair
framing it. She smiled when I introduced myself and told the..errand “which

up here are

fter the rain there came out, as usual,
the broken tilds. though the Rbyal fathily are Guelphs by
Dear soul! and sure enough it was. And descent, Het Majesty's marriage with | a avhole army of slugs and snails, seekPrince Albert of Saxe-Cobourg must |ing what they should devour. And. a
then there was a pounding and hammer‘have the effect which the marriage ofa great white slug, spying the strawberry’s
. ing overhead, as if somebody were at
lady has in all other cases, and that the | red dress beneath her leaves, crawled up
work on the roof, and she thought it was
surname of the present house must be the | to- her, und began to be exceedingly
- Pelz-Nickel tearing the tiles off because

.

is

looking, clad in a-elaret-colored merino,

“ Quite so."

ping down through

aE

towards

them.

ob
+o

=

"The Whitehall Review says:

It may be so

Africa, but'1 doubt it.— Watchman.

“Ob
10)

tiles were broken, and she was too poor

tke rain kept com-

in

| 38° 8S old men, and that is from eighty
to the window when she heard the scream, ic0 ‘one hundred years, “though in the

But her house was very old, and the roof-

ing in, and no Christian soul in Andernach
would help her. But the Frau Maitha

eighteen to twenty years, and I think

|

;

le

street, to her studio: Facing me at the
door was a young lady with an attractive
but self-reliant face, plump and. pleasant

I think ; you know how musical

| from two to three years, old, yet they al| 10W the boysto ride on their heads, will
[lie down and getup at sommand, and
| Perform quite a Hiimber of tricks.
| It takes an elephant just about as long
| {0 8T0W as it does a man, that 1s from

ea

i

‘lution Evolved,” with a Review of the Six
great Modern Scientists, Darwin, Huxley;
Tyndall, Haeckel, Helmholtz, and Mayer.
Reyised edition. ByA. Wilford Hall. New

Eightéenth

If ‘pair. -was sent me from Longfelléw’s
home, and Mr. Bryant used to give me
| the boy puts it back into the bag, he incrickets. I sent some to him.
first,
stantly seizes his arm again
and makes
though, and he bung them up in a globe
| Rim try once more, until he gets the pad- in his
parlors here in the city and they
| 9Y 1b his trunk, then be doubles his trunk
lived and sang all winter, so he told me.
| under, opens his mouth, and blows the
And in the spring he carried them . down,
[Paddy out into his mouth and campers
to Roslyn and released them on his south
off feeling as jolly as a boy does when he
porch, and they hopped away,
chirping
| thinks he has dene a cunning thing.
their gratitude. But I ‘ein never make
| _ These are only little baby elephants

and.

r,
v

5

SEE

Faterarp

and one of William C. Bryant, showing
much virility and vigor of treatment.
A friend asked me the other day, ¢ Have
you seen Lucille Clintons crickets ?”
“Crickets? I asked; '‘‘ what in the
world is she doing with crickets?—are
they sitting to her for models?” “ Go
and see;” said my friend; and 'I went,
and climbed the two. flights of stairs, on

her eyes she saw a | invites the boy to drop in the paddy.

almost

i

+r

she | Of the boy's band, until he pikes Up a "some crickets of my own, -and they have.
on handful of paddy. Then he ets go of the.

there was blood upon his hands and body,
and great tears in his beautiful eyes, and

- "Are we spinners of woof for this life-web, say?
Do we furnish the weaver a thread each day?,

It were better, then®Q my friend; to spin
* . A beautiful thread, thana thread of sin.’

her.

3

—k

i

“Reading ‘ The Cricket on the Hearth,’

dnd

Hn

| Eddas.” Chicago: Jameson & Morse,
x
a bad light at the last ggademy exhibi-/
Appleton’s Journal for October
tion, some striking crayon portraits. by THE PROBLEM OF HUMAN LIFE: Embrae- new: novelette by Andre Theur opens with
iet, the most.
ing the ** Evolution of Sound” and ‘“Evo-

will {lonesome

EE
Se
cE

go to See them

pale man with a lantern standing right

God grant it be love instead of sin.

so AR REA.

Sets

in

her bosom. But she did not sleep long, | arm and turns up the end of his trunk,
for & bright light shone, full in her face, | OPensit like acup and most coaxingly

Ah, sad-eyed weaver, the years are slow,
Bnt each oné is nearer the end, I know;

but went

on

paper

sat down on a stoneat the foot of the cross | to the paddy bag, and make a cat's paw

—-But-the-wheels-turtt on; and the shuttles fly. and began to pray, and prayed till
fell asleep with her poor little babe

body any harm,

it

the electric

the great crucitix stands, she saw no light | €0il their little trunks around a boy's arm
in the little chapel at the corner, but she | Aad pull-him'along to the stable, and up

In a thousand years, perhaps, or one,
:
Or to-morrow. ‘Who knoweth? Not vou nor I,

cas

and

And when she came to the church where

When shall this wonderful
web be done?

was

: Lay

tumblers.

no soul in Andernath would take her in.. | touchit themselves, . but when the boys

2

Sits at the loom with its warp outspread,
To catch in its meshes each glancing thread:

to get new ones, and

dry

sudden- | ,

arms, and she was hungry and told,

~ Time, with a face like mystery, :
And hangs as busy as hands can be,

#

| take a smooth tea-tray and put it on three

ny

i

Co

I remembered seeing, hung high up in

caused the invasion

ope-eighth inch square, and this piece of
paper, electrified, will draw them. Or

;
We

ER

;

the corner of Broadway

warm, lay

Tear tissue paper into bits

ly disappeared, nobody could tell how.

What a checkered thing will this life be
When we see it unrolled in eternity.

”

3. To produce a spectrum, burn magnesium wire in a dark room, and as soon
as the tlame is extinguished, let each one

f

22, 1880.

Le

it, and

turned down another street, and

Click, ¢lack! there's a thread of love woven in,
Click, clack! and another of wrong and sin;

)

:

yet. posite kind orof electricity ; replace the panobody could find out who he was, nor per and you get another, and so on.—
where he lived; for whenever anybody Zllustrdted Weekly.
came near him he blew out his light and

‘ Busily, ceaselessly, goes the loom;
. In the light of day and the midnight’s gloom,
The wheels are turning early and late,
And the woef is wound in the warp of fate.

in,

ge

. ORIOKETS AS PETS...

sure as the morning came some work had | he tray, and, on touching the.tray again,
_.* You
been done for the sake of some good soul ; you will get another spark, but of the op- | asked.

of the loom of life, and near and far
.
It thrills with its deep and muffled sound,
*
As the tireless wheels go round and round.

And some day the last thread shall

a=

walking through the street at night, 0 | get a little spark; lift the paper.qut of | how dreary it is without them”

THE LOOM OF LIFE.
All day, all night, I can heur the jar

i
i

ed, is very surprising.

ed and tightand painted red, andWae.could | some time,

And

v

by the a
prepar-

|

boat

The change wrought

‘when the materials are properly

ladder;

:

$-

ry

ice

ire

SEPTEMBER

Let the salt soak a few min-

—_

;

:

rs

STAR,

.

;
7

morning he fouud his old boat all caulk- | the wal] or the looking-glass, will stick | ises, and she laughingly said,

Above where pink porch-roses peer,

TY

:

against the wall and light his lamp, and | piece of india rubber. It will become
[then walk along the street. And in the | gpronely electrified, and if tossed against

* Your emerald films on low, dark eaves,

»

F

gin, and he saw him put the ladder | woolen Cloth, and rub itBriskly with a

While yonder, through the poplars prim,

..

andwxa

.
:

till he came to an image of the Holy. Vir- | jt down upon. a varnished table or dry

:

Nay, loveliest are you when time weaves

down by

:

Lr

had crossed the river he watched the man | then dry by the stove; while

Tritons

Looms up the turreted chateau?

3

was old and leaky; and hyhe was afraid to try to look into the others’ faces. The
set him over in the dark,” but the man |gpectrumof the extin guished lights clear| said he mustbe in Andernach that night, |v gee,
:
and so he set him over. And after they | 4 Wet a piece of thick wrapping paper’,

In some quaint garden of thejpast,
- {On some gray, crumpled basin’s brim, oe

ed:

blew out the light, and it was so dark he

-

mildewed

a lantern

could not see who

Or when you dim, on somber tombs,
The requiescats of the dead?

‘With conchs that

a man

And

but as he was going down to him the man

Or when you wrap, in woodland glooms,
- The great prone pine-trunks, rotted

Or is it when your Jot is cast

rw

dark room.

went down to the Rheinkrahn and!

when he got up he saw

‘

:

MORNING
!

Then Frau

"| get up and set him over the river.

near grim roots that coil

red?

=

2

:

utes before igniting. The flame will deadtold all these stories over again, and the en the brightest colors in the room; and”
old ferryman of Fahr said he could tell the dresses of the company will seem to
| something about it, for the very night/the be changed.
Let each one put his face
churchyard gate was mended he was ly- "behind the flame, “and it will present a
ing awake in his bed because he could most ghastly spectacle to those who stand
not sleep, and he heard a, loud knocking beforeit. This is serviceable in tableaux,
at the door, and somebody calling him to where terror or -death is to be represent-

"
|

Strange tapestry, by nature spun On viewless looms; aloof from sun,
And spread through lonely nooks

'

ji

THE

| man got actoss the river.

lh

i
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=
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Martha

“Is it when

14

;

‘

:
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sass

:

a

Hr

much besides. that will: in

(15 cents.)

[

barest music-lovers,
:

* Kor sale by.I«Jothrop &Co. a
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tend

to

make a perfect” state

society where ¢“ each is for all and

Finance

the
un-

the

written laws

must come good customs and usages. It
41s a wide field, we must acknowledge,

which the Association aims to

cultivate,

FAMILY SAFEGUARDS.

pursues it un-

interrupted and fearless of consequences, is a diamond of enormous size. —Lavater.

The Christianat Work (ruthfully submits that ‘ too many households are
practical.y carried on as though they
GLANOES AT THE PAPERS.
‘were merely lodging-houses and restauAmong the social changes of the last
rants.” The same paper continues:
few years, the St. Louis Globe-Democrat
“The individuals composing them have
is confident that we. ‘may count the. their
separate interests, and go on their
definita recognition of American society differing ways,as. though there were no
* Also:
common tie to bifid them closely, and as
-though kinship was a rope of .sand, convenient: for some purposes, but easily
broken at will. Now this is all wrong.

-

0-0
+o

0-0

When father and’ mother have their life
and - friends quite apart from those.of
their’ children, when the boys are in a
hurry to scatter in every direction after
cal position, hut on the’ conscious supe- tea, and the girls prefer any place to their
riority of those who are admitted into it, "homie, the Homie 1s in & dangerous state.
and the despairing envy of those who-are It should be more than four “walls, more
thin » roof, a shelter from the storm, and
notY
’
a place to -eat and ‘sleep in, and if it be
“only these and nothing more, it has failed
The Chicago Inter-Ocean notites one in its mission. Sometimes people have
kind of blunders :
:
so hard a time to get on from day to day,
that they think they are exgusable if they
Tom Moore, in one of the extracts from
grim
his diary which has been selected by Mr. sacrifice the amenities of lifesto its
necessities.
But
poverty
need
be
no
bar
Symington for his new. sketch of Moore,
Sometimes people are so intent
has this note under date of 2nd July, to-love,
1827

."
~

:

Pe

5

:

Blunders of that kind are not very uncommon among’ people who don’t know
exactly how words look when
they “are
attending the

advancement

becomes

the

withers

when

self-

ishness scorches its tender roots. Sometimes father and mother are so absorbed
in society, or politics, or fashion, that they

funeral

neglect

at the

their

little

children, and

think

Tremont House,~and spoke several times

they have’ done their whole duty when
they have provided nurses and perceptors
for them in their juvenile years. A

er

the swift hours pass, and the

of “* viewing the corp,” evidently suppos;
ing the word corpse to be plural. Anoth:
gentleman,

whose

neighbors live

on

months and

Calumet avenue, broke one of his spectacle-glasses the: other day, and, wishing
to use an uncommon word, said

get » new len put in.”

His

he

seems

The

Boston

Herald

opines

must

heartless,

very

the ardent, alike.

issued

-

greenback
the halves

yet

oly

ail

Presidential

So)

ne

Si

Notwithstanding
hoofilumism,

the

moat cordial and rcs

was worthless

has had a

He confirms the report that
home by the Southern Pacif-

ic route, aid it ‘is to be hoped that he will

a

i'St, Louis,500,000 inhabitants ; deaths,

13.6 in 1,000,” is an announcement of the |
National Board of Health Bulletin. The
". National Board. of health pretends to publish & newspaper and give reliable sta-

above

The

is .a sample, and

makes St.Louis the healthisst city in the

United States. The great M. Ds., who
run the Bulletin on the red-tape: system,
8ibly next spring learn that the
will

lation of St. Louis is not 500,000, and
or the death rate is not 18:6. Such
_ statistics, to be of any yse, should be as

EN

2

possible.

If the rest ot

than “a farce.

It is simply

near accurate as

their figures are

are

worse

ke this, «their statistics

~ soléntific lying.

~~

BOOCIAL SCIENCE. . .

‘In the annual address before the recent
meeting at Saratoga, the following account was given of the aim and work ot

the American Sogial ‘Science Assogiation :
Riu
i gl
:
Bs
"The aim
of this Association” has been

«doelared to be a study “of the conditions

divided into
aliquot value

without the other half.

It

ply itself with its own fractional currency
at'pleasure, and it would probably increase enormously the share of $1, notes
which would never come back to the
treasury.— Springfield Republican. -

into calling it * simply scientific lying”:

tistics.

process can

is

This would enable the community to sup-

Chicago Inter-Ocean ‘is provoked

The

The same

¢‘ line” would

to go out.

OR “ RAILWAY.”

Should we say and write ‘‘ railroad ” or
“railway”? A road, the dictionary informs us, is a place where one muy ride;
An open way, a track for travel. A way
is a generic thing, (on the same authority), denoting uny
line for passage or

convenience. A highway was originally
a‘way raised above the level, for dryness.

A road, says the dictionary, is strictly a
way for horses and carriages. In this
country, and,

apparently,

in

England,

judging by ‘the King's highway "~the
word *“ high ™ has come to have the significance of * open” and ‘‘ public,”
and
when we speak of being ‘*‘on’ the highway " we mean on the public and common:road. But when we say “in my
way," or call to, a personto ** get put of

For many

four years ago, however,

“When I was once in danger from a tiger,”
1 said an East Indian veteran, “I. tried. sitting
down and staring at him, as I had no weapon.”
tiger didn’t

even

offer

account

for

ity”:

¢ Well,

thought that it was because
high

branch of a:tall tree.”

Dr. William

hissmother :—+¢
too
been

3

‘to

did

sometimes

I ‘sat down

Breckinridge

once

I think you ruled

touch

you

on

I've:

said

u

to

us with

rigid a rod in our boyhood.
kt would have
better if vou had used
gentler methods.”

She took a pinch of snuff, of which she war
as fond as
her Su Robert was ‘after her, and
sald: * Well,
William, when you have raised
up three be good preachers as I have, then you

can talk.

;

.

k

‘AGENTS AND CANVASSERS
Make from 335 to $3

for KE. C.
RIDEOUT&
York, Sewd for their
oe

When a cotijzh

per week gelling goods
CO.,

10 Barclay St., New
Catalogue and terms. 1y34
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sounds like Croup—that'ds, dry

and hard he,
an Anstant! Give Powns’
Elixir often enough to keep the cough loose, and
the dangerswill goon be over.
EE

Why frightened over disordered i)

ne

Why endure nerv.
r sick wp
Why have
sleopless nights §

!

Jor you.

g

Js a sure remedy for
Coughs, Colds, Whooping
Cough, and all Lung diséases, when used in season.
Fifty years ago, Elder
Downs-was given up by his

|

and lived to a good oid age: E
¥ou can tryit for the price}
of one doctor’s visit.
JT

Calder,

died

at

|

Sunday

Schools,

Worship,
ings,"

bosom

a

Family

Prayer

Mect-

Anniversaries

and

General Exercise, Is fulkof

new and popular tunes.

Sure

to please. Sample pages free.
Price, 30C. $3.00 perdoz.
CENTRAL Book CONCERN,
Chicago,lll.,
or Cincinnati, O. «

Or

OLIVER DITsoN & CO,
‘Boston, Mass,
>
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AVIS’
PAIN KILLER

FY

VEC ETABLE

It has been used with such wonderful success in all parts of the world in the treatment of these

difficulties, that it has come to be considered

AN UNFAILING CURE FOR ALL SUMMER COMPLAINTS

and such it really is when taken in time and according tothe very plain directions inclosing.
each

bottle.

In such diseases, the attack is usually sudden and. frequently very acute; but with a
safe remedy at hand for immed iate use, there is seldom danger of the fatal result
which so often follows a few days’ neglect.
The inclination to wait and sée if the morrow does not bring a better feeling; not infrequently
occasions a vast amount of needless suffering, and sometimes costs a life. A timely dose of

.

Pain Killer will almost invariably save both, and-with them the attendant doctor's fee.

‘It has stood the test of forty years’ constant use in all countries and- climates, and
perfectly safe in any person’s hands.
ed by Physicians, Nurses in Hospitals, and #persons of all classes and
t is recomme
Toressions who have had opportunity, for observing the wonderful results which have always
ollowed its use.

is

.

have long

sh

i

“THE

BEST

EVIDENCE:

used the medicine known as PERRY

Mest, PERRY DAVIS & SON:
know
n
no_testimonial
i
that your PLL
all that Goon or 16, bat T
cannot; restrain
to communicate to you
the fact that in my
.
administer i

'ABLE PAIN
KILLER
in my family
on
account be without it. When
no medicine

were af
Pain Killer would be the only
remedy I
d use, 1 have thoroughly tested it, and know

|

od 5t
and
r
for five years, and will not be without it.

.
a

1
Feeling

| myself under much obligationto you, in many times
.|. being relieved from
be relied
F.E
INSEND, Galens, Illinois.
MOORE, Bangall, I Dutchess Coo Naw Tork “
No family can afford to be withaut it, and its price brin
it within the reach of all.

LIT

further to convince

you of

its merits than columns

PERRY

DAVIS

& SON,

by

of news-

r
advertising,
, and you
never do without it.
g
ce 5c. 50c. and $1.00 per bottle. You can obtain it at any drug-store or from

»

Y if

Proprietors, Providence,

R. |.
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CHICAGO, ROCK ISLAND & PACIFIC R.
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"IS THE GREAT CONNECTING LINK BETWEEN THE EAST & THE WEST!
Shgothier
. ts main’ line. runs from |
to. Council
Cars isa SMOKING
pa
passing Through Joliet, Ola. Ls Satie . Te LOO! here you can enjoy
your*
Havana’

Dodsy Curso SUT BUTROR
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three weeks of it,in business in St. Louis, Mo.,
Where he held a regponsible position, which he

Geneseo, Moll n Rack
\3
: liberty. lowa Oity. ATENEO, ¥
lyn,
G
nel) hy “at all ours of the
,
Magnificent Iron Bridges
Des Moines (the capital of lowa), Staars, Atian tice,
and Avoca; with branches from
reasu | and
Missouri rivers at
are avo
usea-+ line, and transfers
to Peoria; Wilton Junction
Junétion

tine,.

Washington, “Fairfield, Eldon,

Belknap, | Ki

tansport, Independent, Eldon, Ottumwa, Fddy-

ready, and-tell asleep without a struggle. It
is sad-to see a noble youth cut down right in
the midst of no promising a life! But it is a

ville, Oskaloosa, Pel [!
Newton to Mouoroe; D:
Winterset; Atlantic to

‘Avoen to Harlan,

cheering sight to behold such young men gijvén up to Christ, either to live er die as He

, and
Des
Moines;
Moi nes to Indianolaand
l.ewis and Audubon; and

This is positivély the onl

City, Leavenworth, and

mn, con-

orci

OF
AS

4
|

a

At CHICAGO, with all diverging lines for the
South. |
‘
» At ENGLEWOOD, with the L. 8. & M. 8, and P,,

|- East and
Ft. W.

&C. R. Ras.

3

At Wa SHINGTON HEIGHTS,

Railroad, which owns, and operates a through
Jine from Chicago into the State of Kansas.
Th
Ii Express Paseenger Trains, with Pull- | At
Juan Tales Carnattached. aro run Sach Nay Satly
Ws
hetween CHICAGOand
PEORIA,
KANSAS
CITY,

thinks best who * doeth all things well}? *
ly
T. H, DRAKE, -

-

di
Wh
.
the Misaissippt
nts crossed ol this
Bluffs,
at Council

Centreville, Prin
n, Trenton, Gallatin,
e- |,
ions
bein, Jaden Unions Depete.
ron, Leavenwol
tchison, and Kansas
City; |
"PRINCIPAL R. BR. CONNECTIONS
Washiston io igourney, Oskaloosa, and Knoxoy
GREAT
THROUGH
LINE
ARE
ville; Keokukto
3
:
mington,
Bonaparte Ben-

of |:

his father’s family. Though death came unex-’
pectedly in 4 medsure, at the last, yet he was

BEG PPS, LEAVENWORTH and ATCRI: | Island.
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.

with P.; C. & St.

RIA, with P. P.&J,; P.D.&E; IL B.&
od, f and iy A x Ww.
& Rook
y
“*Milw
k

Short Line,” and Rock Tora & Peo. Rd.

“ON. Throhigh cars arealsorun
between Milwgu-'|
At
DAVENPORT, with
Davenport Division *
kee and Kansas City, via the "Milwaukee and | C. M. & 8. P. RL R,
hid
hy
"
+ Rock Island Short Line.”
.
{
_At WEST LIBE
, with the B., C.R. & N.R.R.

Leamington,

pi creat edt lune mamncony | “At mR TRL

‘July 31, aged 63. Brother Setterington' was
born in England, and When but four years old

uip

removed with his parents to Canada, - When
but a child bis parents died, leaving him to

“

roa

ad is siinply

perfect;

and

it

LM.

& F.

D.

R.

R.

3 pit nl, with steel rails.
At COUNCIL BLUFFS, with Union Pacific R. R.
What will
please you most will be the pleasure 1
t OMA
with
B. & Mo. R. R. R. in Neb.)
I
»
UNCON with B.C. R. aX. RR.
\f enjoying
‘your meals,
while
passing ;over the ~ N CATON
bbe
nh os of
dllinois
andAdowa. in one of
Ab
A, With ‘Central lowaR.R.; W.,

care for himself, consequently his education
‘was limited, but by dint of economy apd perse~

verence, he accumulated a handsome property.
In mature years he experienced religion, and
while residing at Elsie, Michigan, for a few
years, was baptized by the writer, and

FOUNTBL

No Remedy known to the Medical Profession has been in use so long and with such uniformly
satisfactory results as

resi-

years of his life were spent, up to the very last

JOHN SETTERINGTON died in

eR

A YEAR and expenses to agente, Outfit
Augusta
$111 Erce. Address P. 0. VICKE

PEAY

tobacco, used & profane word,or played a game
of cards, He graduated with honors from Pa.
State college in the clase of 1876. The last two

I

Af

t

»

He was baptized

edito come Home to die inthe

&

Propietors,

AND ALL THOSE NUMEROUS TROUBLES OF THE STOMACH AND BOWELS
* $0 PREVALENT AT THIS SEASON,

dence of his father, in Hurrisburg, Pa., Aug.
18, 1880, after a brief illness from bronchitis,—
aged 24 years and 3 months.

+

Barlingier, Vi,

PERFECTLY
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cumstances he compounded #
this Elixir, was cured f

For sale everywhere.
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By R. G. STAPLES, (Author of Ggspal Echoes) now ready.’

physicians, to die with Con-§
sumption.» Under these cir-|
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aine,

seemed all"bright; but

Dr.

a dry, vegeta’ ls compound and

One package will mulio six

Rd Get it of yor Drupe
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CHARLES M,, third son of Rev.

res

Why Suffer Rilious pains and aches i
Why tormented with Piles, Coustipation?

health. Ibis

April 10, 1875, and soon after united: with the
Free Baptist church of Harrisburg 5
establishments, besides 723 clothing stores, First
which he remained a worthy member unt i
3,823 wine and liguor stores, aside from the geal:
From his vouth his habits were .excel2,240 Inger beer saloons, and some 6,000 lawent.
Ou his 21st birthday he told his mother 2
a
yers.
‘| that he had never tasted intoxicating liquors or

Strange) yery strange! How

¢
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Mrs. DOLLY TILTON died at Meredith Center, Aug. 27, aged 82 years, 10 months, and 1
day.
At the beginning of her married life her

C.

NERVOUS

for con¥enieénce rath-

deemed.

and Mrs. Ellsn

NESSES, AND

and restoring their power lo now
disease
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year 1879,he felt.impresSed that there werépu- |

| prospects for thiy world
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DISORDERS,
by causing free action. of these organs

identified

she had not journeyed far when
the scene
changed, and darker clouds intervened.
Still,
her heart clung to her Saviour, to whom she
had given
itin early
youth.
And
all
through her long life she has been a happy and
useful Christian in the
church
and
society. She had the faculty of winning
all
brute.’ ?
rh ’
ens
2
hearts to her, and her friendship with others:
“Whom do you love?’ said Jones to his
was as wide as her acquaintance.
She had the
sweetheart’s baby sister. “I lovey 00,” was
confidence and sympathy of all. When she
the. reply. ,* And whom does Sissy love? -| could she was always ready to help others, so
¢ Sissy loves Mister Smif, toss he tisses’ er.” that when she became somewhat dependent,
gu
1
Exeuntomnes.
she Tacked for nothing. It may in truth be said
The Lotus Club in London, for both ladies
of her, *“ She hath done what she could.” No
and gentlemen’, appears to be a failure. Scarceone has gone from the church at Meredith Cenly a .week passes without some disturbance
ter who leaves a sweeter or richer influenece.-}there,in _comsequente
of the introduction of
She leaves two children, five grandchildren,
ladies who are distasteful to other ladies, etc.
and one great-grandchild, with other more disThe newspaper heading “By Telegraph” is tant friends, to mourn their loss. May their |
a little gone by nowadays. If anybody sup- lives be as fragrant in” faith and love, and as
M. A. QUIMBY.
posed that news of the same date with the hopeful i Jesihi,
paper came from Constantinople, London or
MRs.
ANN,
widow
of
Henry
Quonce, died in
San Francisco by errand boy, the heading
Oswego, N. Y., Aug. 22, aged 67 years.
Sister
might be useful.—New Haven Register.
Quonce was born in Manchester, England, in
_ “Sit down!” said a nervous old gentleman
the year 1813.
She came to this country in the
to his son, who was making too much noise.
Joa 1827, and was united in marriage with
“1 won’t doit,” was the imprudent answer.
Ienry Quonce in the year
Many
years
“Well, then, stand up.
'I will be obeyed!”
ago she embraced religion and united with the
Mistress (horrified), Good gracious Bridget, F. B. church at North Seriba,of which she rehave you been using
one of my stockings to
mained a worthy member until -the Master
strain coffee through? Bridget (apologetically).
called, and her name was transferred from the
—Yis, mum, but sure, I didn’t take a clane ope. register of the church militant to that of the
-—-[San Francisco Wasp.
church triumphant.
She was a true and faith- 7
:
ful wife, a tender and devoted mother, a kind
. In a British peerage list appear 498 names,
neighbor, an exemplary Christian. For nearof which 5 date from the 13th
century, 5 from
ly three years her Sifrings were great, but
the 14th; 11 from the 15th, 20 from the 16th,
with strong faith in God
she believed the
67 from the 17th, 119 from the 18th, 274 from
romise that his grace would be sufficient for
the 19th.
er.
She
trustingly
leaned
upon the strong
.-'A Southern gentleman has recently wedded
‘Miss Lizzie Dollar. If he husbands ». for- arm as she went down into the ‘‘ swelling of
tune well, he ought never to be withod¥
a dol- Jordan.” " For several days she felt to pray, if
lar in the house.—Rome Sentinel. Wrong according to the Master’s will, she .might de- |.
part and be at rest. Sunday morning came,
again, ~ After he married her she hadn’t a Doland the heavenly Father heard her prayer.
lar . to her name.— New Haven Register.
Abont 12 o’clock she was conscious that the
Arthur had just been put into his first pants,
hour of her release had come. She called her
and, like most little boys, felt very proud that
sons and daughters one by one and bade them
he was outof drésses, One day he was trying farewell, asking them to prepare and meet her
to tell his mother of something that happened
in heaven; then gently closing
her eyes and
some time before..
Why, mamma,”
he said,
folding Her hands, she “fell asleep in Jesus.”
4 B wis ever so long ago, when I was a- little .8he was the mother of 7 children;
one son
girl.”
died in the army at Port Hudson; 4 sons and
‘2
‘daughters,
several
grandchildren
and
a large |
“ Now, Mr. Robinson,” said a fair young city
circle of friends, mourn their loss.
“visitor to the kind-hearted farmer, ‘‘ won’t you
A. E. WILSON.
show us your water melon orchard?’ “I |.
haven’t a watermelon tree on the place this
Mis. Lucy’ J, SAWYER died in Middleton;
yedr, ma’am; they were all winter killed,” and
N. H.. July 19, 1880, aged forty-three years,_|
| his questioner wondered.
why he smiled so She was born in Nova Scotia, came’ to this
pleasantly as he answered.
country, and when twenty years of age sought
thegaxloyr, at Great Falls, under the labors of
Mr. A. Bronson Alcott, The Bostow,. Cou:
rier says, was several years ago invited to give
Dr. Rust. She was baptized and taken inte
a lecture. at Great Falls.
He took the train at the church by him and continued a faithful
Christian until her death.
Nine years ago she
Boston, and when the conductor came to him
married Elder Seth Sawyer, a Freewill Bapinnocently said: ‘I have no money.
I am
going to Great Falls to deliver a lecture, and I tist minister, and shared in the tojls' and rewill pay you when I come back.”
The, consponsibilities of a ministerial life. She was a
ductor, recognizing the honest simplicify of great sufferer, but endured all of her sufferings
his passenger, allowed him to pass.
:
“witout murmuring or wishing it otherwise;
did notswish her friends to weep for her, but
He came into the sanctum with a large roll
would often say,*‘ Let me go to my home in heavof manuscript under his arm, and said, very
politely : ¢ I havea little trifie here about the en,” She gave:directions in making ‘arrangements for her funeral, which took place at her
sunset yesterday, which was dashed off iby a
friendof mine, which I would like inserted if late residence, after which her remains were
taken
to Acton, Maine, and deposited in the
you have room.”
¢ Plenty of toom; just ingrave; there to rest until the resurrection
sert it yourself,” replied thegditor, gently pushmorn.
May the bereaved husband and the
ing the waste basket toward him. sorrowing-sister (who was so faithful and
Dr. Johnson had a habit of eating fast, and
atténtive to the departed in’her last sickness)
using his fingers in plate
of his fork. One day
and other friends, live so that the
may ' meet |
the cynic was tining with a company, when a the dear one on the other side of the river.
would-be-wit remarked, ‘‘ Doctor, you remind
J. MOWRY BEAN.

fectly; the

.

Lung and Throat Affections. | ;

Theseditor of the Wisconsin Banner says;
* Wednesday’s mail brought to us a letter addressed ¢ Rev. another the ¢ Hon.”
another
*Col., one ¢ Mr.” and the last * Esq.’ On the
way to dinndr we accidentally stepped on a
woman's trafl, and she addressed us thus: ‘You

me.”

KIDNEY

The astonishing: sucess of this Elixir, ana

“be remained a member till death... During tbe

sl

SS, PILES, CONSTIPATION,

BITAOUSNESS,

|:

with the Methodist Episoopal church, of which

Thé
only way to hang a murderer in Texas
is to chargé him with ‘stealing a four-dollar

4

inlo the blood ihat- should. be
naturally.
ii

er than from choice, he, with his family,united

All railroads to watering places have a right
to call themselves great trunk lines.
:
wiress

iy

Whooping Cough,
And other Lung Affections.

|

AE

Ato become clogged or. torpid, and
po sonous kumorsare therefore. for

Coughs, Colds, Croup, Asthma,

suffered

yéars'he was

AAre
rc We
Vie Sick?
Sick?

Decause we allow these great organs

BR

BEILIXITER

|

joysand richer blessings inthe gift of Christ
enterprises, that it would be well to nat-, rer
than be had yet received, and those higher and
uralize it—the word *‘ plant.” Such more glorious experiences he sought with -his
capital may or may net prove fruitful; : whole heart. Nor did he seek .in vain; for
yet all the same it is withdrawh—plant- near the close of the- year, while engaged in.
prayer, the blessing came in all ity fullness. It
ed.—N. X. Times.
was a’ remarkable baptism of the Holy Spirit,
2
AER
© ow
‘| and was not temporary, bat abiding. During
his last sickness,which produced at times intense suffering, his heart ceased not to overFAOTS AND OURIOSITIES.
flow with joy.
With unwavering assurance
The empty gun never kicks.
he looked to the future, and welcomed with
The total mr
of San Francisco is $553,
gladness the
last enemy,” despoiled now of
524,326.
:
all his terrors. ‘These exulting experiences
A hotel is to be Built in Quebec over the spot
were the fitting close of a noble life. His death
where Montgomery
fell whes leading
the
was easy, glorious, triumphant. Upon the surcharge of the American troops in 1775.
viving wife, two sons and two daughters, the
blow falls most heavily.
The aged mother, al“Wild geese are on the wing.”
We thought
80, who has just rounded her fourscore years,
thé-wings were on the geese.
Itis estimated it will take three years to will sadly miss her oldest son. So shall we
all miss him, but whither he has gone we
fully complete the census.
>
.
.
“Know, 8nd the way we know; and not many
Life.or death, felicity or lasting Sorrow, are | days hence, through the power of divine grace, |*
in the power of marriage.—Jeremy Taylor.
we hope to stand by his side among the re-
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with the Free Baptist denomination, . About

escape

detection as foreign, in use for the ‘‘ road”
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BOWELS,

Tis combined action gives it tonderful power to cure all discases.

Why
ny.

: “PULMONARY

dence and esteem of those who knew him. Immediately after establishing ‘a’ home of his
own, he erected the family
altar, upon 4 which

* How did it work? asked a bystander.
*‘ Per-

‘“ RAILROAD”

x
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giving him a name and
faithful disciples. He

the devotional fires have neyer been

ACTS AT THE SAME

THE

the unparalleled sale, are sufficiefit evidence of
“its superiority over sll othet remediesof the
eminently reliable, and won for him the confi- kind, for
.
:
:
:

is short

hardly

bars

man of integrity, possessing that strength’ and
solidity of moral character which made him

is not to-day in England,
ghd the division’
of a bank of England note is a frequent
way of ensuring its safety when sent by
mail. Major Powers, a prominent officer
in the treasury department, of long ex- me of Nebuchadnezzar.” ¢ Nebuchadnezzar?”
perience, proposes that the back of $1 replied the doctor, his mouth full ‘of victuals,
ah, yes. That's because I'm eating with
reenbacks'be hereafter divided by the “brutes.”
:
evice printed upon them into four parts,
New York City sapports
3,969 groceries
80 as to be cut up at pleasure, éach quar- 1,147
bakeries, 1,003 brokers, 663 RIBtng. of
ter being good in small sums for 25 cents. ces, 1,803
shoe stores, 1,332 merchant tailoring

reception in

o to the Mexican line, exchange greetings with President Diaz and prolong his
tour through the Southern States.

that if a $1

is neatly cut in’ two, each of
is good ‘for 50 cents at the

tenths without injuring the

win him the popular good will

everywhere,
he is coming

known

of its parts.. This has been suggested as
an easy way of obtaining small sums to
send by, mail now that the extremely convenient fractionalscurrency has disappeared; but it is not likely to be genarally
adopted ; a halt note being an awkward
thing
to pass except at a bank. The popu
Jar objection tosuch fragments comes down
from a time when one-half a bank-note

the way. across the
California and _al
continent. The popularity of his Administration, and the respect felt for him as

aman,

that so

QUITE AN IDEA.

federal treasupy.

apprehension of

President Hayes

faet

~

A

be carried on till the bill

speaks

eof the

The very

‘It is not generally

princess

Republican

manfier

The family

experiences, temperaments and disposiors is meant to be beneficial all round.

* will bear. Those who are best informed
of the painfully scrupulous etiquette of
the Spanish court. see in this seemingly
small circumstance the possibility of a
:
Lids
vast amouift of trouble.
®
Springlield

of

hearthstone, shows that the mihgling of

child was a girl, she was to take the title
of Infanta of Spain. Now, the King's
elder sister, Dona Isabel, bears fhe title
Princess of Asturias, which is by usage a

this

fast, lovers

many ages, from the venerable grandparents to the toddlerof two or three
summers, may be gathered about a single

in 1851, was the title to be borne by the
male successors to the throne; but, if the

The

irresponsible,

viron the path of the-young.

a son, he should take the title of Prince of

after

after a

should be a bulwark, a
defense, a representative of the most sacred principles of
human nature, and a place of retreat tothe sorrowful, the merry, the tired and

Spanish court etiquette is provocative of
ef
much trouble :
The birth to King Alfonzo of a daughter instead of a son will tend’to complicate
matters respecting the succession to the
Spanish throne. About a month ago a
royal decree was ‘published that, in the
event of Queen Christina giving birth to

higher one than the newly-born

years’ roll on, ‘and

an

pleasure and devotees of their own wills.
‘The artificial excitements of our day,and
generation are many. Temptations en-

that the

Asturias, which, by royal decrees

weeks

‘while the unnatural spectacle is present-.|
ed of young men and women who are

uncommonto those who were accastomed
to regard lens as singular.

Sn

children,

their children’s souls,

selfishness, and love

printed. ‘One, of the oldest residentsof
Chicago wastéilfag an acquaintance a few
ago about

and worldly

their

golden prize to which their energies are
bent, Sordid ambition is inevitably a foe
to domestie affection.It is a gross form of’

evidently thinking that clause was plural.

months

money for

that they neglect

Lord Lansdowne mentioned a letter he had
from Ireland, speaking of the ‘‘ claw of an act,”

of his old" friend Jason . McCord

on laying up

and

_22e0w,
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.
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was successful in business, deeply religious, a

ital fixed in railways and manufacturing

warm

<>
+)

and was always strong,
place among
Christ's

for the large wheel when used in connection with locomotives, is more exact than
¢ engineer,” who is much more than an
engine-driver. ¢ Metals” would
sound
strange here as the designation of iron
rails,

p
H

life moved, not'with a fitful, but an even flow,

which -children

or *“way.” Thereis, however,an English term so expressive, as applied to cap--

but if ever it'shall’ be subduedit will
be an earthly paradise—an
enchanted
‘ground.
:

Thinkers are as scarce as gold; but Je whose

with

¢¢ driver,” ‘which in this country

down
‘we
all, though the rails be
lated with silver.
Sound legislation
upon wise jurisprudence must also
good

process

ter-man.”
The English ‘‘ point” is, certainly
better than our ¢ switch;” and

all travel, and if that leads down a chusm,

he secured, and with

same

turn the gray-coated ¢¢ carrier” into “ let-

are crooked, nothing will go straight.
The currency is the route on which we

duties of life ; for after all is done, it is action only,

subjéct,

low.

trial.

THE LIVER,

* better land.” He became a Christian ‘at
expensive than our ¢ car”. So ¢¢ Stork- the
abou twenty years of age, and ever after laer” ,although correct, is rather less idio-: bored with commendable diligence in the sermatic than * fireman” , which is made by vice of Christ. The current of his Christian

derstood, if the finances of a community

;
A
tience of self-love.—Fenelon..
No man should be so much taken up in the search
of truth, as thereby to neglect the more necessary

his

and

comes next. Though the sanitary,
moral and the pedagogical laws are

Bear with yourself, but do not flatter yourself,
Work effectually and steadily at the corxection
of your faults, yet calmly and without thé impa-

thoughts embrace all

high

on

The Only Remedy.

“+ $0109 ANY SHINO 00000}

indirect,

Cata
Beatty, Washing-,|

sent

Address Daniel ¥.

Sn ® OS
2 De®ph

and

coach”, or rails, was obtained by transfer of word as well as article, but it is less

upwards

|

THAT

other manly virtues. While a young man he
went to Great Falls, N. H., where, after: his
marriage to Miss Susan Snow, of Eaton, he
established his home.
After a residence of
several years in Great Falls, he removed to
Ellison, IIL, where he lived till his removal ‘to

ple, ¢¢ share” is better than ¢ stock,” the
latter having several uses. ‘The English

&

4 Set Reeds, $65.

S11)

in a very narrow
>

that gives a true value and commendation to
virtue.— Cicero,
As in a man’s life, so in his studies. I think-it is
the moss beautiful and humane thing in the world
so to mingle gravity with pleasure that the one
may uot sink into melancholy, nor the other rise
=
up into wantonness.— Pliny.

lpguefree.
on, N.J

$125

|

‘& OCT. COUPLE

———

plain

In matters of prudence last thoughts are best;
in morality your: first thoughts are best.— Robert
BE

Pianos

BRIEF and for the public. For the excess over
ONE HUNDRED WORDS, and for-those sent by per-

terms are better than our own ; for exam-

tions of society which are favorable to
témperance, chastity, honesty, frugality,
industry and quiet. Intellectual culture
and the study of all the agencies which
promote mental power next demand attention—our systems of education, direct

:
deal

NOTICE. Obituaries should be

STOR

S _Z~-

she says

renders the greatest

truth, he may say a great
compass.—Sieele.

an-

PARTICULAR

14

z=

Glee

When a man has no design but to speak

- Obituaries.

noj

—

Half the illswe hoard in‘ our hearts are ills
because we hoard thém.—Barry Cornwall. Should we condemn ourselves to ignorance to

happy.—Desmahis.

a

ZZ

There is no time so miserable but a man may
‘
he true.—Shakespeare.

number

completely

iE

24
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They always talk who never think.
:
—Prior.

who

be

say. ¢¢

sons who do not patronize the Morning Stur, it
swered. Surely, this
great problem must
is but just that CASH should accompany the copy
be much sub-divided
before any progress
at the rate of FOUR CENTS PER LINE of eight
is made in its solution. To begin with,
all these subjects which pertain to the ‘comparative disadvantage that, as yet, words. VERSES are inadmissible. ©
lu.
=
:
physical well-being of the community we are. not accustomed to ‘‘ ways” as,
MAYHEW PaTcH died in Ellison, “Warren
must be considered, and this includes not short” for railways, or to speak of the
merely Spuitaly regulations, us they are “ way-bed ;” on the other hand ¢ way” Co., Lil., July 24, 1880, aged 57 years, 4 months
and 2®days.
This dear brother was a native
nderstood, but the freedom to has an advantagein not being used to of
New
Hampshire, having been born in Ea(designate instruments of. passage by or- ton, March 1, 1823. He was distinguished evdinary vehicles. Some other English en in boyhood.for his honesty, industry and

‘They never taste who always drink;

He is the happiest

will secure to every

plex, and will never

‘THINGS TO REMEMBER.

way i" we

‘road ;” nor is ‘“ road” used except in
‘railroad, which is the American term,
as ‘vrailway” is the English. A
few
roads—wedo not say‘ ways” —which
have English ownership of close connections such as Erie and Atlantic-and Great
Western, are, officially, railways, and
this term is probably making its ¢ way”
slowly. It hds, however, at least the

individual his
Highest development, It
is obvious that the inquiry is very com-

22, 1880.

“preserve hope ?—Souvestre.
None preaches better than the ant, and
nothing.— Franklin.

the

all is

for each,” and the discoveryof those laws
of co-operation rch
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Congressional District.
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An Era in

Artillery,

Sunday-Schio

or Music.
States Senator Lafayette S. Foster died in local auxiliaries are requésted:ito
observe writes from Fort, Independence, Boston Har‘Norwich, Connecticut, Sunday morning, aged
bor, ‘Some time ago I purchased a jar of Smigh’s
4
Saturday,
October
23d,
as
a
ddy
for
special
74 years.i—It is believed that United States 2:
Medicated Prunes. They are the best medicine k
N
prayer for God’s blessing and guidance - upon
X Paymastér Jas. H. Nelson’s defalcation will
IS
Boston's Bir thday.
Dave ever been able to find for the purpose intend
Send 25
cents to Ss ¢ribner,& Co
exceed $8,000. His downfall is attributed to this National Convention, which will be called
ed. Please sena me three jars by expess.” Ar
48 Bross 5
way, LR
“The two hundreth and fiftieth anniversary
stock: speculations.——A mob of
miners at
ay td Specimen copy
upon to consider a new plan ‘of representation laxative and cathartic, pleasant‘to the taste, free
of this
Tew: Pe BLL
ade
+. of the settlement of Boston
was. celebrated, Corning, Perry county, Ohio, Saturday,
hym
n
and
tune
book,2 Dyand other subjects of vital interest to our great
from nausea or
griping.
Smith's Medicated |
Rev. Dr. Robiuson and Prof. W,
an attempt to drive some of the colored.
WorkFriday. The city was filled with an immense
he
containing
Prunes are a” certain cuxe
for Constipation and
and growing work ** for God, and Home, and
men frony the mines, but were fired on by
uarto
S, be
throng of people, entirely beyond computation
in red cloth wit! pried
State troops who had'been sent there to proBiliousnes.
They are prescribed by' physicians, |
Native land.”
sh
nings. vin) ond
Just;
as to numbers.
Probably there were never
secon
tect the mine-owners’ interests, and
were
d edition (90,000) now ready. « Tt
and are for sale by all druggists.—Advertizer
FRANCES E. WILLARD,
has | een said of it that
forced to retreat:
Nine or.ten of them were
s0 many people in the city before at any one
ws
President.
tide
of
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